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Givhan Calls For Higher
Salaries For New Judges
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Salaries for
judges under Kentucky's new judicial
system should be higher than proposed so
as to attract highly qualified persons to the
jobs, says state Rep. Thomas Givhan, DSheperdsville.
Givhan told a legislative subcommittee
t the 1976 Kentucky legislature
Mi
ive to make the pay of state
er than average—and not
Make them conform or correspond
to judicial salaries in other states.
He ignite during a meeting of a
Legislative subcommittee appointed to
make recommendations for implementation of the judicial amendment to
the state's constitution, which was approved by the voters in the Nov. 4 general
election.
"I don't want somebody who is average
deciding if I'm electrocuted," Givhan said.
"I can't understand why there is such
reluctance to paying sufficient incomes to
judges in Kentucky."
The Office of Judicial Planning has
proposed salaries of $45,000 for Supreme
Court justices, $40,000 for members of the
Court of Appeals, $35,000 for Circuit Court
judges and $30,000 for District Court
judges.
Givhan said "some college presidents
make more" than the salary proposed for
Kentucky's Supreme Court justices.
"Should they make more than someone
who will rule on your liberty or life?" he
asked. "I think we've started out too low

on salaries, but I think the public is not
going to agree with me."
Bill Davis, Director of the Office of
Judicial Planning, said the average pay
for Supreme Court justices in the United
States is $42,000443,000, and that the
median for appellate judges is $36,000$38,000.
"Who should be the highest paid man in
Kentucky?" Givhan asked again. "That's
the kind of question that needs to be addressed."
State Sen. Walter Baker, R-Glasgow,
said "we want an adequate and sufficient
salary" for Kentucky judges but that funds
may be limited.
"We don't want to be last in anything,"
he said. "But I don't know if we can afford
to be first."
Givhan said Supreme Court justices
would bp_‘*ee4eg at a sacrifice" if they
were paildllb,1100or even $70,000 per year.
The subcommittee did not act on the
Office of Judicial Planning's recommendations for lack of a quorum, but
discussed that and other matters as well in
a two-hour meeting.
"There are some problems where we are
kind of wandering right now," said state
Sen. William Sullivan, D-Henderson,
chairman of the subcommittee.
One, he said, concerns the operations of
circuit courts beginning Jan. 1.
Apparently, the clerks will have no funds
for the first six months of the year unless
the legislature acts.

Circuit clerks' offices currently are
financed largely from fines, fees and
forfitures. Many of the offices receive
funds from the counties in which they are
located.
On Jan. 1, all revenues collected by those
courts will go into the state treasury.
Sullivan raised the opinion that some
fiscal courts may refuse to pay for circuit
court expenses as of Jan. 1.
"I feel in a few counties they may lock
out circuit court clerks and facthties," he
said. "We need to be ready for these
problems."
James Groves, president of the Kentucky Association of Circuit Court clerk's
also expressed concern.
"We hoping we're not locked out,"
said.
Apparently, the old system of financing
the clerks' offices is abolished when the
new court system goes into effect.
Members of the committee could not reach
agreement on that.
Groves has said previously and told the
committee that unless the fegislature acts
quickly some clerks may have to borrow
money to keep their offices open.
The problem, said .Court of Appeals
Justice Robert 0. Lukciwsky, is not pay for
the clerks themselves, but for their expenses and facilities.
The Legislative Research Commission
has said an emergency appropriation of
some $2 million will be needed to finaliee
the clerks' offices for the first six months
of the coming year

A kiss

on the
nose will
get you
anything...
Now, how is Santa
going to resist a kiss on
the nose from this
young thing? Looks like
hers might be the first
house Santa visits
tomorrow night. The
soung kisser is Hope
kAcCaI Ion, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. lames
McCallon.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The administration says consumers probably will
not see any decrease in prices for gasoline
and fuel oil, despite President Ford's
signature on a bill rolling back crude oil
prices
The small potential price decrease
probably will be neutralized by cost increases in oil production and the recent 10
per cent price increase by oil exporting
nations, Federal Energy Administrator
Frank G. Zarb said Monday.
The energy bill, signed by Ford on
Monday, requires a rollback of the
average price of U.S. domestic crude oil to
$7.66 per barrel, a decrease of about $1.09

Portly Cloudy
International students from all parts of the United States who are here for the third friendship International House
toured the Murray City Hall today. With the students are Murray Police Chief Brent Manning and Rev. Jet-mil White, cochairman with Rev. Jerome Browne of Calvert City for the annual Friendship House. This event is hosted by Baptists in
Calloway and Marshall Counties in an effort to provide housing food and entertainment for international students from
college campuses throughout the United States during the Christmas season. The students are housed in homes of host
families and a tour of points of interest throughout the area will be included in the agenda for the students.

Partly cloudy and continued cold today
and tonight. High today in the mid 30s and
low tonight in the lower 29s. Increasing
cloudiness with slight chance of light snow
by late Wednesday, high in the mid to
upper 30s. Christmas day cloudy and cold
with chance of light snow.

Financial Assistance Would
Be Available Under New Measure
Health and Welfare put it. That committee
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Anyone who
is
prefiling the bill, which guarantees that
support
of
means
without
y
is temporaril
it will come before the legislature for
could apply for financial assistance from
consideration.
the state, under a bill prefiled for inThe projected cost of the legislation is
troduction in the 1976 General Assembly.
The bill provides for several catagories due to come under scrutiny today at a
meeting of the Special Legislative Budget
of eligibility, for persons who lose their
Review Committee.
means of support through accident or
other circumstances.
Cost projections prepared by the
They include:
Legislative Research Commission in—Single adults under 65, who are unable
dicate the program could cost close to $9.6
to support themselves and who are not
million per year, based on the recipients
students. A person in this category might
being eligible for the full specified time
be a recently widowed housewife or a
and having no other income.
temporarily disabled male.
The I.RC said administration of the
—Couples unable to support themselves
program would run about 10 per cent.
who have no dependent children. A laid-off
Gail Huecker, commissioner of the
head of household with a wife might
Bureau for Social Insurance in the
qualify in this category.
Department for Human Resources — the
—Persons who have lost their jobs
agency that would administer the bill if it
through no fault of their own, and who are
became law — said general assistance
not covered by unemployment insurance
poses a philosophical question for
-- or who have exhausted their unem- legislators.
ployment insurance benefits.
"The issue is not so much general
—Persons who have qualified or who hae
assistance, but what you intend to have
applied for assistance from any other state
covered," she said. "You can't cover the
assistance program, social security
world — so who are you going to help?"
program, or unemployment insurance
"A lot of people think general assistance
program, but who are not yet receiving
Is a panacea—that it will solve
such assistance.
," she added." But she said
everything
The program is designaiti to take care of
must decide how far they think
legislators
those who "fall through the cracks" of
the public is willing to go in providing state
other state assistance programs, as a
assistance.
supported
member of the Interim Committee on

,

Administration,--Says Rollback
Will Not Decrease Gas Prices

ad,

MIS

from recent levels.
Zarb said this rollback, plus removal of
the import fee, would theoretically allow
price reductions of about 2.5 to 3 cents per
gallon on consumer petroleum products.
However, the increases by the oil exporting nations and current and postponed
cost increases within the oil industry
probably will wipe out these potential
savings, he told reporters.
At most, Zarb said, petroleum prices
might drop by about 1.5 cents per gallon.
But under provisions of the bill oil prices
may be increased by some 10 per cent a
year. At that rate, even that small saving
would be wiped out shortly. The bill will
virtually end oil price controls by early
1979.
If Ford had vetoed the bill, prices would
have increased by about 6 to 8 cents a
gallon immediately,Zarb said.
Ford had opposed the bill with its oilprice rollback and gradual, limited price
increases spread out over 40 months. He
preferred to remove oil price controls
rapidly and soften the impact with a
windfall-profit tax, to be distributed to the

public.
His debate with Congress on this issue
lasted almost the entire year. He vetoed
two earlier versions of the legislation.
In signing the bill, Ford said,"The time
has come to end the long debate over
national energy policy in the United States
and to put ourselves solidly on the road to
energy independence. We cannot afford
continued delay."
Ford also announced he was removing
the $2-a-barrel fee he had placed on imported crude oil earlier this year. ,
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HOtY COMMUNION TO BE CREBRATH)--Holy Communion will be
celebrated Christmas Eve from six to eight p.m. lithe sanctuary of the First
United Methodist Church. The general public is invited to attend the event with
Dr. lames Fisher and Rev. Mickey Carpenter serving communion. The church
parlor will be open during communion for fellowship, and those attenng are
invited for refreshments. At left Mrs. Gordon Moody is preparing the Corn-

munion Table at the chunii for the Christmas Eve event. The altar will be
decorated in the spirit of Colonial times with holly, magnolia, boxwood and red
berries. Miss Ulla', Tate is decorating the fireplace in the same way in the church
parlor, where refreshments will be served. The church officials emphasized that
the public is invited and welcome to the event.
Stag/1%01os by David
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LIBRARY NOTES

Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hutchens
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hutdiesis,209 Hayes Avenue, Paducah, will
be honored with a reception at their home on Sunday, December
X,on the°maxim of their 50th anniversary.
The event will be hosted by their daughter and husband, Minnie
and J. B. Armstrong of Sedalia Route One, and Mrs. Hutchens'
tiger and hueband, Mrs. Hobert Stanley and Mr. Stanley of
4 Paducah. They invite all of their relatives and friends to call between the hoarse'two and four p. m.
: Mr. and Mrs.Hutehens were married December 25,1925 by the
0.. late J. P. Pittman, justice of the peace, in Brandon in Calloway
:
-County. Their attendants were the late Billie Britlen and Mary
sown.
ZS-.. Mrs. Hutdiens is the daughter of the late Joe Barrow and Mintge Lee Dllday Barrow. A retired painter, Mr. Hutchens is the son
of the late William (Bud) Hutchens and Ada Turner Hutchens.
}. Their daughter is Mrs. Minnie Ada Armstrong of Sedalia.

New books at the Calloway
County Public Library include
the following:
CHOOSING A NURSING
HOME by Jean Nassaw. Funk &
Wagnalls.
Written by a former nursinghome administrator, this book
important
many
covers
questions one should ask before
making a choice.
THE CHURCHILLS by Kate
Fleming. Viking.
This illustrated story begins
with the first Winston, a
Cavalier in the Civil War and
ends with the death of Sir
Winston, Prime Minister of
England during the Second
World War.
TOO LATE! TOO LATE!
THE MAIDEN CRIED by Joan
Fleming. Putnam.
Roguish, raucous, and simply
delightful describe America's
newest heroine, Nokomis
Pennyform who sets staid
nineteenth-century London
aghast in this novel.
WEATHERING THE STORM
by Elizabeth Evans.Scribner.
A vivid, contemporary record

Faith Doran
Circle Holds
Meet, Church

drawn from the diaries and
journals of eleven women who
lived through the momentous
events of the Revolutionary
period.
SOUTHERN COUNTRY
COOKBOOK by Southern
Living.
The food from the country
kitchens reflect the people who
have created them. Many
delightful recipes are included
in this book.
MONCRIEFF, by Isabelle
Holland. Weybright & Talley.
Another one of Mrs. Holland's
Gothic suspenses, the story is of
the Moncrieff Family who
amassed a famous collection of
paintings—now mysteriously
vanished.
AMERICAN
THE
Henry
by
FIREPLACE
Kauffman. Galahad Books.
One of the few books
American
on
published
fireplaces specifically, this
book will be of interest and
practical use to antiquarians,
interior
homeowners,
decorators, and anyone with a
love for the fireplace.

The Faith Doran Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
met
Tuesday,
Women
December 9, at two p.m. in the
social hall with Mrs. Carl
Harrison, chairman, presiding.
Mrs. Celia Roberts gave the
devotion using lighted candles
to represent Faith, Love, Joy,
Friendship, Service, and
Prayer. Mrs. Flora Ford lighted
the candles as Mrs. Roberts
explained the meaning of each.
Mrs. Calista Clanton introduced the guest speaker,
Mrs. Anne Fisher, who told a
Christmas story, "And Then
There Was David," and closed
with prayer.
During the social hour the
hostesses, Mrs. Jack Wilcox,
Mrs. David Henry, Mrs. E. A.
Lundquist, Mrs. Robert Smith,
Mrs. Celia Roberts, Mrs.
Rachel Vance, and Miss
Meadow Huie served refreshments to twenty-four members
and two guests, Mrs. Fisher and
Rev. Mickey Carpenter.

Miss Dorothy Jean Sweatman
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Modglin of Murray announce the approaching marriage of their daughter, Dorothy Jean Sweatman,
to Wallace Edward Key, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Key of
Arlington, Texas.
Miss Sweatman is a student at Murray High SchooL Mr. Key is
serving with the U. S. Army currently stationed at Fort Bliss,
Texas.
The wedding will be solemnized on Tuesday, December 30, at
seven p.m. at the Grace Baptist Church with Rev. R. J. Burpoe officiating. A reception will follow in the church
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.
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SOUR CREAM
Sour cream is a convenience
food ready for use as a spread
or topping on pies, puddings,
fruit desserts, or baked
potatoes. Or it can be floated on
split pea or tomato soup, or
mixed with cooked vegetables.
Used in salads, it has half the
calories of regular dressings
and only one-fourth as many
calories as salad oils.

Deborah Ann Collins And
Greg Mathis Gardner To Wed

Miss

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Elkins
of Murray Route One are the
parents of a baby boy, Michael
Deas, weighing six pounds
thirteen ounces, born on
Thursday, December 11, at 6:56
p. in. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

for their baby girl, weighing six
ounces,
seven
pounds
measuring nineteen inches,
born on Sunday, December 14,
at the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Grandparents are Mr. .and
The new father is a mechanic
Mrs.Thiastas C.Nesbitt and Mr. at Rose Wheel Allignment,
and Mrs. Robert Wiggins of Murray.
Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. A. D. Elkins of Murray
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
Milford Mathes of Murray
Route Two. Great grandparents
are Mrs. Hattie Elkins of
Hours 9:30 to 5:00
Murray, Kay York of Benton,
Mon.- Slit.
Mrs. Carrie Burchett of
and Mr. and Mrs. K.
Paducah,
7534194
411
307 N.
H. Mathes of Murray Route
Two,

NEEDLE
V-149RK

LOTS
OF WATER
The human body is composed
of about two-thirds water, by
weight This high water content
of the body has been called "the
sea within you.- It is, literally,
salt water plus essential substances in solution. Many of our
best foods help supply the
amounts of the water we need.
Milk is one. And did you know
tomatoes contain 93 percent
water?

DEAR ABBY: My husband works in the coal mines, and
I just found out that they'recently hired some women to
work right alongside the men!
Abby, I don't want my husband working with women.,
I've talked to lots of other wives. and they feekhe seine way",
about it. We can see nothing but trOuble ahead. What can
we do about it?
CUMBERLAND,KY.
DEAR CUMBERLAND: You may not dig your husband
working with women, but it's highly unlikely that "his" and
"her" coal mines will become a reality.
I personally dig equal opportunities for women—above or
below ground.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 33-year-old male who has been
seeing a psychologist about a stuttering and stammering
problem I've had since puberty.
My therapist is a middle-aged woman who was
recommended to me by my physician.
During our last session, my therapist suggested that a
sexual relationship between us might be the answer to my
problem. She knows that I am married, and although I have
told her that my sex life at home is not ideal, I've also said it
is not a serious problem to me. Anyway, I don't know how
this could be related to my stuttering and stammering
problem, do you?
Will you please ask your consultants what they think
about this situation?
Hurry your reply as I told her I would think about it.
Perhaps I should tell you that the therapist is also married.
WAITING TO HEAR
DEAR WAITING: I urge you land any other patient
whose therapist suggests that sex between them should be
port of the "treatment") to refuse firmly, report the incident
to the ethics board of the therapist's professional
association and look for a new therapist. I P.S. The
physician who recommended this therapist should also be
informed.)
DEAR ABBY: My husband died of a heart attack two
months ago. He was only 39. He knew he had a heart
condition because he had two "warnings- last year.
My husband told me that he wanted a simple funeral
service and then cremation.
None of his family ever said yea or nay about their
opinion of - his wishes until I tried to make the
arrangements:then I got static from all sides about what
"we" want.
I tried to carry out my husband's wishes without getting
into a big fight with his mother and father, but it wasn't
eau.
The point I am trying to make, Abby, s this: Please tell
your readers to put such wishes in writing. My husband
didn't. And it sure was rough for me.
WI DOW

TONITE IS

,
At new Theattt
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"BLUE WATER,
WHITE DEATH"
and

DEAR WIDOW: Although death is one of the few
certainties in life, too few people are sufficiently realistic to
prepare for it. Perhaps your letter will jar a few into action
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want t4,
Know,- send Si to Abigail Van Buren; 132 Lasky Dr
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose • lonv
self-addressed, stamped 1200 envelope.

Most Frightening

--1Sea Adventure Ever
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The wedding plans of Miss
Deborah Ann Collins to Greg
Mathis Gardner have been
ompleted with the vows to be
solemnized in a candelight
ceremony on Friday, December
26, at seven p.m. in the sanctuary of the Hardin Baptist
Church.
Rev. James R. Hale will
perform the double ring
ceremony. A reception will be
held immediately following the
ceremony in the church
fell,,wship hall.
Invitations will be sent to
close friends and relatives of
the couple.
Miss Collins is the only
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas E. Collins of Hardin
Route One. She is a student of
Marshall County High School
where she will be a mid-term

graduate and is employed with
Sears in Benton.
Mr. Gardner is the only son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Gardner of
Hardin Route One. He is a 1974
graduate of South Marshall
High School and is employed
with the Kentucky State
Department of Highways in
Benton.
Crisis &
Infnr motion Center

Santo's
ringing out
jolliest
good wishes to 0111

HAZEL CAFE
Christines rimer will be served as Christmas fee. We AI
be dosed Thersday sad Frklay, so tier employees may
'mad some time wide *Mr families.

from

Jim Adams
Food Liner
This Week's Bankroll Award
$1 300® Free Cash
Southside
$1200"

Northside
$wow

Last Week's Names Drawn

Southside
James Huie

Northside
Mrs. Rex Darnell

Card Not Punched

Card Punched

Prices in Last Weeks Ad
Good thru Wednesday,Dec.24th
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We will close Wednesday
December 24th at 7 p. m.
IGA will be closed
all Day Christmas
Dec. 25th
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Pacers Club

Christmas Dinner Party Held By
The Twin Lakers Good Sam Club

Vows To Be Read

Has Meet At

Barnett Home
The Pacers Homemakers
met
Wednesday,
Club
December 10, at 9:30 a.m. in the
lovely home of Jane Barnett,
Sherwood Forest, Murray.
Wilma Beatty reported on the
County Council meeting. A box
was bountifully packed with
canned goods to share with a
family at Christmas time.
Fay Jacks gave points on
winter plant care and Ruth
Tunick demonstrated dough art
Cnristmas decorations.
At noon a delicious salad
luncheon was enjoyed and
recipes were exchanged.
Those present, not previously
mentioned, were Joanna
Adams, Joan Brun, Millie
Graves, Lola Hum, Faye
Mattlui, Marilyn Mikulcik,
Priscilla Schanbacher, Jean
Fleming,and Dottie Jordan.
The club will meet Wednesday, January 14, at 9:30 a.m.
at the home of Joanna Adams.
Guarantee Holiday Roast
A roast meat thermometer
in the cupboard before the
coming holiday serves as a
Miss Karen Denese Ciendenon
guarantee that the Christmas 't
Mr. and Mrs. John Clencienon of Murray annotsice the
beef roast will come to the
table at the doneness your engagement and approaching marriage of their oldest daughter,
diners desire. Insert the Karen Denise, to James Gary Lamb,son of Mr. and Mrs. James
thermometer so the bulb is Lamb of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
centered in the roast and
of Murray and the late Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Clendenon of
Dowdy
on
or
fat
in
does not rest
bone. Check occasionally dur- Almo. She is a 1971 graduate of Murray High School and will
ing roasting. Since roasts graduate from Murray State University this December.
Mr. Lamb is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. 'Tllman Lamb of
usually continue to cook after
removal from oven, it is best Hazel Route Two and the late Mr. and Mrs. Walter Thurman of
to remove them when the Murray. He is a 1968 graduate of Murray High School, attended
thermometer registers about Murray State University, and is now employed at Venciernilt
5°F. below temperature of Chemical Company in Murray.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, February 7, at two
doneness desired.
p.m. at the First Baptist Church, Murray. Only out of town invitations are being sent, and all friends and relatives are invited
to attend.
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

The dining ream of the United
Campus Ministry building al
North Fifteenth Street was the
scene of the special CMOS"
dinner held by the Twin LOW
Good Sam Club on Tuesday,
December 16, at six p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Schanbacher and Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Morton were the
wagonmasters for the evening
and had decorated the dining
room in the Christmas motif. AD
added attraction was the Bre in
the fireplace with.**Christmas
tree nearby. Gifts were exchanged ins special way.
Jimmy Herndon, prandiali
presided at the meeting" smd
presented two special awards
for the year to Nix Crawford
and J. B. Burkeen.
Wagonmasters for the year,
1976, were drawn u well as
assistant wagoninuters. The
first regular campout will be
held in March with the next
meeting to be held at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
on Thursday, January 15, at
seven p.m.
Attending the potluck dinner

7/e
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elite

and party were Messrs and
Mesdames Jimmy lierncks, C.
W. Jones, John Bcrarker, Ned
Wilson, Harold Everarneyer,
Jimmy Graham, J. B. Burkeen,
Nix
Crawford, .Eugene
Schanbacher, Fred Morton,and
Jitines Rose.

Plans Completed For Russell
And Maley Vows Saturday

Turner has been
elected 'Student of the Month" by her fellow students of
ClerkMayfield
the
Stenographer Class. Election is
Ellis Center will open at ten based on attitude, secretarial
a.m, for the senior citizens of sidlis, and personality. Carolyn
is a resident of lOrksey. She
Murray and Calloway County.
has four daughters. Lisa, TamMurray Quota Club will meet my,Debbie,and Marsha.
at the Triangle inn at twelve
noon.
lliantry,December it3
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Lutheran Church at seven
P.m.

/DnionaZI

Sunday,December 22
Mr and Mrs. Willie Hutchens
will be honored with a reception
in celebration of their golden
wedding anniversary from two
to four p. m. at their home, 209
Hayes Avenue,Paducah.

Mo.; and the Misses
&Mat Gregory and Carol Ann
Koehn at Paducah. 'The junior
laidadauido tie be Miss Judy
RualaModetar of the bride, and
Mims Anu Laura Bruce,cousin
of the !ride. Elizabeth Ann
the bride's cousin, will
The ceremony will be per- Vinson,
girl.
flower
the
be
formed at the First Christian
Church,Paducah at tlree p.m.
Glenn Martin Maley of NashSaturday, Dec. 27, with the Rev. ville will serve his brother as
Herbert J.Simpson officiating. best man. The groomarnen will
Nuptial music will be be John and William Russell,
presented by Mrs. Ella Mae brothers of the bride; Randall
Read,organist.
Thompson, uncle of the bride;
and Van Johnson of Paducah.
attended
be
will
Miss Russell
Clint Meyers of Benton will be
by her college roommate, Mrs.
the ringbearer.
Patricia Whelan of Cloverport,
A reception will follow the
as her matron of honor. The
bridesmaids will be Mrs. Glenn ceremony in the church parlor.
All friends and relativesof the
Maley, sister-in-law of the
groom from Nashville, Tam.; couple are inivted to attend the
Miss Robin Gillman of Flat ceremony and the reception.
Plans for the wedding of Miss
Vickie Ann Rummell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William R.
Rumen of Paducah and Donald
Ross Maley,send Mr.mid Mrs.
Roeby R. Maley of Murray
Route Two,are announced.

GUESTS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Billings of
Vallejo, California, were
weekend guests of Mrs.
Billings' brother, Norman
Klapp and Mrs. Klapp, Canterbury Estates.
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FOR WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 24,1975
more facts. Be sure you are not
following -blind leads" or illinformed persons.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Personal relationships
!-AR
ARIES
somewhat restrictive. Keep
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) TA
In job matters, use techniques your own counsel in private
proved potent in the past, but matters and, above all, avoid
also be ready to consider new those who would take ad11
.
111111.
vantage of your generosity in
angles, methods, etc. Couple
resoluteness with a certain one way or another.
AQUARIUS
amount of flexibility.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 10
TAURUS
Originality will not be
( Apr. 21 to May 21) tiiir
Creative interests stimulated. necessary to insure progress, so
Your ideas are not only in- don't waste time trying to be
spirational but also highly "different." You will do best by
feasible. Also favored: romance following past, well-tested
procedures.
and family concerns.
PISCES
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) SAP- ( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Make your schedule a flexible
Auspicious influences favor
partnerships, promise coop- one. There are possibilities of
eration in putting over new pro- changes and variations in
jects, capitalizing on unique certain situations — all
promising to be beneficial.
ideas. Don't procrastinate.
CANCER
YOU BORN TODAY are
PO
(
(June 22 to July 23)
Small things may try your endowed with a brilliant inpatience, but you have the will tellect, exceptional business
power to overcome aggrav- acumen and a tremendous
ation. Use it! Keep your mind sense of responsibility. If
clear so you can act ap- developed on the higher plane,
at strategic the Capricornian is outstanding
propriately
for his moral values(may even
moments.
be prudish at ti.)and places
LEO
great store on re4,ectability —
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
A good day for launching your in himself and his associates.
You are clear, detached and
and
plans
constructive
projects; also for developing analytical in your thinking; are
helpful contacts. Just one ad- shrewd, even calculating, in
monition, however: Don't let your business dealings. You
your have the capacity for deep and
emotions influence
abiding love but are rarely
decisions.
demonstrative in your attitude
VIRGO
toward the loved ones. Many
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP111.
writers, industrialists, educaActivities speed up now —
especially in the early af- tors, lecturers and financial
ternoon. Particularly favored: managers have been born in
personal relationships, com- this Sign. Birthdate of: Matthew Arnold, Eng. poet, critic;
munications of every type.
Howard Hughes, financier,
LIBRA
aviator,
picture
motion
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) larral
Much competition about. This producer; Ava Gardner, film
Is the time to do your best. star.
Accept all challenges with your
MEATLESS SUPPER
innate wisdom and affability.
Rice
Beans
Bohemian
SCORPIO
Bowl
Crusty
Salad
Bread
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 72)
Beverage
Fruit
Extremes (a tendency now)
BOHEMIAN BEANS
down,
make
you
could slow
Quick to fix, interesting flaaction less efficient. Set a tempo vor.
commensurate with day's
14 cup olive oil
actual needs and don't go off on
Medium-large onion,
tangents.
chopped medium-fine
SAGITTARIUS
1 cup parsley sprigs, finely
36140
chopped (1-3rd cup)
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
2 cloves garlic, minced
Where you are not certain of
1-pound and 4-ounce can red
your course,take time to gather
kidney beans, undrained
1/4 teaspoon salt
Y4 teaspoon coarsely cracked
PePPer
PAselsid
247-12119
127 Saw* 7ht Sarah
Y2 teaspoon dried thyme
te S p.m. Mea. Hwy M.
Demi 11
ki;
e11
4
2 cup dry red wine
1
/
II a.m. t• 12 p.m. Seder*
In a 10-inch skillet heat the
Yea Wad
We Mee lir Tickets Fer al ariaus
oil; add onion, parsley and garlic; cook over medium heat,
INO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES! 1
stirring often, until onion
browns. Stir in the remaining
We Honor The Same Credit Cards fa=
Ingredients. Let bubble gently
until flavors blend and sauce.
The Aldine Do! Soh As
thickens — ,about 15 minutes.
NOTELS-ClUISEHENTAL CARS-TRAVEI INSURANCE
Serve over rice. Makes 4 small
Mrs. Freak (Iros) Berm Manager
servings.
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
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OUR ENTIRE STOCK! THOUSANDS OF YARDS!
REG. $2.99 TO $6.99 YD. FANCY FALL & WINTER

POLYESTER

DOUBLE K
No exceptions, our entire stock of Finest Quality Fancy Fall &
Winter Polyester and Acrylic Double Knits now at one low, low
Give-A-Way Price. We Must Make Room for our new Spring
Merchandise, Costs are forgotten . . . . Hurry for the Knit Buys
of a Life Time I I I
•Full Bolts,60" to 62" wide, Machine Washable, Tumble Dry
•$5.99 & SLIM Imported 100% Trevire Multi Color Double Knits
64.96 & $6.19 100% Polyester 3 & 4 Color Morotranic Knits
•6303 & UM 100% Polyester Yarn Dyed Heather Knits
063.99 & 14.911100% Acrylic Fancy & Solid Double Knits
•$3.99 100% Polyester Dyed to Match Novelty Knits
0E3.96 yd 100% Polyester Pitch-work Denim Look Knits
•$2.99 to nil 100% Polyester 2-color Novelty Knits
•All new Fell and Winter Patterns, Waves and Colors

*
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FAR LAMS TRAVEL AGENCY

If you can sew a stitch,
thread a needle, you can't
afford to miss this great
Kith
Cherence.
Year-End
BEFORE
SUCH
NEVER
FINE QUALITY KNITS, AT
SUCH A LOW, LOW PRICE'
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A Christmas Eve Tradition:
A Big, Hot Chitlin Supper

Neurotic Dogs
A psychiatric clinic in Europe is
treating 5,000 mentally ill dogs a
year, according to Dr. L. L. Vine,
a Chapel Hill author and
veterinarian. Dogs, he says,
reflect the neuroses of their
owners; so for successful treatment, owners must have counseling,too.
If the owner can't afford
psychiatry, particularly if it involves a trip to Europe, the

neurotic dog may be treated on
the cheap with tranquilizers.13ut
use caution, Dr. Vine advises.
Tranquilizers will help a dog with
his abnormal behavior problems,
but they may turn him into a
junkie.
What the doctor is saying, we're
afraid, is that while a dog may be
man's
best
friend, the
arrangement doesn't seem to be
reciprocal.
-Chodotts(N. C.) Observer

Be Still
( EDITOR'S NOTE: The following story
was written by Mn.Larry Harrison,Rt. 1,
Hazel, who is a member of the Mayfield
Creative Writing Club.)
It must have been very still and quiet on
the hillsides around Bethlehem the night
Jesus was born. The chaos in the Roman
government was far away from the
shepherds as they settled themselves for
the night. These Jewish laborers had no
way of knowing the tumult that would
come to their land in the years ahead. For
that moment it was peaceful.
Maybe some had dozed off as others
were wrapped up in their own thoughts.
Probably they were indifferent to the
beauty of the night or the security of the
familiar sounds around them. It was this
quiet moment that God chose to send his
Heavenly chorus to make an announcement of the birth of His Son.
Our world today moves so rapidly, so
hoisily, and often so meaninglessly. We
find ourselves caught up in this pace and

are helpless to buck the pressures that
keep us from slowing down. Could this
merciless pace be the source of our
problems?
A young mother longs for a few moments
of quiet. A businessman finds himself
drained at the end of the day because of the
pressures to perform. Even the young
people and children are relentlessly driven
to succeed and be the best at play or work.
A porch swing gently going to and fro
with its occupants sharing silence, a cup of
coffee slowly being sipped while someone
dreams, a meadow just made for someone
to stretch out and look at the white clouds
chasing each other in slow motion, an easy
chair before a fireplace lulling a person
into timelessness - could these things be
what the Psalmist meant when he wrote,'
"Be still and know that I am God."?
Just as God chose a quiet moment to
announce the birth of a Savior, maybe God
has a message for us - all He needs is for us
to be still and listen.

By M.C.Garrott
Virtually every family for whom
Christmas holds some special meaning,
I'll wager to guess, also has some kind of a
family tradition to perpetuate.
At our house, it is putting a little angel
ornament on the very top of the tree. We
bought it the year our 32-year-old was
born. We have used it every year since. I
once suggested that we throw it away and
get a new one, but the kids wouldn't hear of
it.
Tattered, soiled and coming apart with
age, it has earned a special place in our
Christmas. Decoration of the tree is not
complete until IT is placed atop the tallest
bough.
Now, when the older two come home for
the holidays,they look first at the top of the
tree to see if "the little angel" is there. It
always has been.
+++++
For the Gibson family over at Mayfield,
however, Christmas Eve means a big,
family get-together and a chitlin supper.
Now, for those of you who have moved in
from the North, a "chitlin" is the intestine
of a hog prepared as food. Among the more
sophisticated folks it may be called

10 Years Ago
Richard Scarborough, Jr., has been
promoted to Technical Sergeant by the Air
Force. He is stationed at Biloxi, Miss.
Leonard Vihitmer and Margaret Porter
will direct the Chancel and Junior Choirs
in a special Christmas Eve candlelight
service at the First Christian Church.
Deaths reported include Samuel Pittman of Nashville, Tenn., and Jim Steele of
Hazel.
Bobby Campbell, Mike Ryan, and Fred
Paul Stalls had individual high games in
bowling this week in the Junior Coca-Cola
League.
William Kopperud of Tulsa, Oldie, is the
guest of his prises, Dr. and Mrs. A. H.
Kopperud.

20 Years Ago

The Tax Cut
NEW YORK(AP)— In poor nations it is
said that hunger knows no politics. In the
ItInited States the issue isn't one of starvation, except in limited instances, but the
general attitude might very well apply.
That at least is one interpretation of
What happened in Washington, when
President Ford vetoed a continuation of
the 1975 tax cut, Congress failed to
clverride it, a compromise was passed and
the President agreed to sign it.
Everyone, the President included, understood thee consequences of permitting
taxes to rise while ordinary Americans
there having such a hard time restoring
tbeir own economic equilibrium, often
while having only a tenuous hold on emOloyment.
' After enduring the worst recession since
the depression of the 1930s, Americans are
well aware of the penalties of overspending, but for the time being, the polls seem
to show, their political philosophy is based
on their pocketbooks.
Ford permitted his broad political
philosophy, expressed as equal taxes for
equal spending, to come into conflict with
what many Americans feel are the
political and economic realities.
Making the confrontation more
pronounced this time was that 1976 is a
critical year in both areas, with a
president to be chosen and a new economic
direction to be pursued.
The consumer understands without any
assistance the realities of his or her own
financial condition. It cannot be ignored; it
isn't an intellectual abstraction — it dictates the way life can be lived.
Nobody need tell the unemployed that
the jobless rate is high; he learns it
walking the streets or standing in line. And
the shopper doesn't need to be told about
inflation. The awareness is always there.
In the United States at the present time
the joblesstate seems to be grounded on a
very high plateau, with close to eight
million people listed as being without jobs,
and millions more in unsatisfactory job
situations.
Add to the total about 1.1 Million workers
who have been erased from the labor force
because they have temporarily given up
looking, plus those holding part-time jobs
who would like full-time work, and those
working below their abilities, and the total
comes nearer 12 million.
Economists and political leaders fear
this "inventory" of labor is bound to keep
the jobless percentages high, even if the
recovery continues. As times get better,
these" erased" workers reappear to seek
jobs, often unsuccessfully.
They remain voters, however, and so do
members of their families. And most likely
they are inclined to vote in accordance
with the condition of their pocketbooks.
Meanwhile, they and others must con-

tinue to pay higher prices for the
necessities of life. Even if inflation should
decline to 6 or 7 per cent, as some
economists expect, the pocketbook won't
feel secure. That's still a high rate.
The psychological and financial blow of
a tax increase conceivably would have
been deadly. Economists of various
persuasions feared it would abort the
economic recovery. And that impact
undoubtedly would have been translated
into political decisions.

Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Moody woo first
prize in tile annual Christmas Decorating
Contest, sponsored by the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Second prize went to Mr. and Mrs. ha
Douglas and third prize to Mr. and Mrs. W
Z. Carter.
Pete Hill, age 49, died suddenly
yesterday at his home on Hazel Route One
Mr. and Mrs, John F McElrath will
observe their golden wedding anniversary
on January 1. They reside near the Oak
Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church
New Concord beat Alrno 61 to 56 for the
championship of the Lynn Grove Blind
Basketball Tournament. Gene Herndon of
Almo was high point man for the night with
24 points while Junior Eldridge hit 18 for
New Concord.

low Down
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FROM THE

Congressional
Record
By JOE CRUMP
(A Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Cologressiona4 Record Daily)

SAM ERVIN:'CONSUMER
BILLS DANGEROUS AND
POORLY CONCEIVED'
SENATOR PAUL J. FANNIN (Ariz_) .
.. Recently the House gave its approval to
what is jokingly referred to as a constuner
protection bill, H. R. 7575. Eatlier the
Senate also passed similar legislation,
S.200, to create a so-called "agency for
consumer advocacy. . . Former Senator
Sam Ervin has called this bill, `the most
dangerous piece of legislation ever
presented to the Congress" . . . The
President indicated some time ago that he
would likely veto this measure...
"Because of the differences between the
Senate and the House versions, the consumer agency bill now goes to conference.
"I ask unanimous consent that the
complete text of Senator Ervin's letter to
Congress Jack Brooks concerning H. R.
7575 and S.200 . . . be printed in the
record."(Condensed letter follows):
HON.Jack Brooks,
Morganton, N. C. June 23,1975
Chairman, Committee on Government
Operations, Washington,D. C.
Dear Mr. Chairman: If one of these bills
should be passed by the Congress, it will
demonstrate that the National Legislature
has lost touch with reality.
I am well aware that, during the
hearings in the House last Congress,Ralph
Nader offered what he said was an
example of an interact of consumers which
was "quite clear." His example? Mandatory installation of seat belt devices in
automobiles.

Organized labor saw to it that a complete gag was put on the new consumer
bureaucracy's intended advocacy in labor.
relatedmatters. Then came the broadcasters who proved to a majority of the
Senate that the consumer unit could, and
probably would, put them out of business
at license renewal time. Their special
Interests were exempted.
If labor unions and broadcasters
deserved protection from the new
bureaucracy, farmers must need equal
protection thought a majority of the
Senate, and so farmers received a broad
special exemption.
In summary, Mr. Chairman, the bills
before you are not merely bad bills, they
are dangerous bills, poorly conceived. A
mere reading beyond their glorious titles
will demonstrate this to be so. Sincerely
yours,Sam J. Ervin, Jr.

-chitterling," but to folks who love them
like the Gibsons, they're "chitlins," and,
believe me, you have to love them to eat
them.
Every year on Christmas Eve, the
Gibson clan gathers at the old home place
and feasts on a big mess of golden brown
chitlins with all the trimmings. The
custom dates back more than 100 years to
the days of the great-grandfather, who was
of German descent and who loved his
chitlins.
+++++
It has fallen the lot of Mrs. R. C.(Marie)
Jones, 38 Fox Meadows 17, here in Murray,
to prepare and cook the chitlins—some 20
pounds of them—for the big supper.
Marie, who is the receptionist and a
secretary in Printing Services at Murray
State, is the daughter of William T.
(Hardrock) Gibson, who for the past 40
years has been a cutter at the Merit
Clothing Company in Mayfield.
It was from her father and mother,Ruth
Frances, that Marie learned how to
prepare and cook the chitlins. She has
supplied the delicacy for the past several
years.
Her grandfather, the late Hugh Gibson
was a former Mayfield fire and police
chief before his death in the 1950's. His
widow, Mrs. Iva Lee (Grano) Gibson, is
the matriarch of the family and presides
over the chitlin supper.
+++++
To prepare the chitlins, which she buys
at a local meat market, Marie first boils
them for 10 hours in water heavily
seasoned with salt and red pepper. This is
an all day job, but by suppertime, they're
ready to be rolled in flour and fried to a
crisp brown.
They are then served steaming hot with
slaw, potatoes, green peas, skillet-made
cornbread and hot rolls. -A big, fat onion
and tomato catsup also go mighty good
with them," Marie said, licking her lips in
anticipation of tomorrow night's supper.
+++++
They'll all be there tomorrow night—all
the Gibsons—to enjoy their chitlins again.
Marie and R. C. and their daughter,
Laurel; Harctrock and Ruth Frances; Hal,
Hardrock's brother, his wife, Rosie, and
their brood of Gay, Dana and Hoot, a
member of the Murray State golf teain, as
well as their grandchildren; Csitolyn
Cornett, Marie's sister, and her family,
Steve, Pam and Keith, from Newburg,
Ind.; Ruth Frances' sister, Mrs. Myrtle
Jane Joiner, and her husband, Junior
Joiner, and their son, and a flock more of
them,all presided over by Grano.
It sounds like fun—if you like chitlins—and they do!
+++++
This is a losing cause in today's world, I
know, but it still tears the heart to see the
word "Christmas" abbreviated "Xmas."
This is simply taking Christ, the One
whose birthday we observe at this wonderful time of the year, right smack out of
it all. I'm not a psychiatrist. I don't know
what this reflects in a person's life or
thinking.
But it's heart-breaking. I see "Xmas" on
the marquees of theaters, motels and
*restaurants, and I wonder if whoever put
up the sign is so lazy that he couldn't spell
out "Christmas," or is it because
Christmas is just -another day" in his life.
Doesn't he know what it's all about?
Christ's birthday.
The other day I got a Christmas card
from a distant friend. On the envelope was
a big, colorful sticker proclaiming "Put
Christ Back into Christmas!" Then I
opened it and read in the personal note it
carried: "I hope to be home for Xmas."
It's too late this year, but next year when
you send out Christmas cards and write
personal notes on them, remember
what's and why's of the celebration and
keep Christ in your "Christmas."
Meanwhile, Merry Christmas to you all!

t.

(Opinions expresaed in Ms minim are thom et the wrker and do not
necessarily reflect the editadal views oi The Murray Laden.& Timm
Readers who would like toesprese their opinion on the isms*dimmed bit this
column are encouraged to respond with a Letter To The Editor.)

From The Cradle
To The Cross
and other miracles. He did one that stands
out in my mind to me very much. His
encounter with the woman caught in
adultery.
The men said she should be stoned.
Jesus stooped down and wrote on the
ground. He reaised up and asked the
woman where her accusers were. She said
they had gone. He said "neither do I
One morning in late October I couldn't condemn thee,go and sin no mere."
sleep so I got up about 3 o'clock, went into
You will notice He didn't say go ahead
the bathroom, raised the blinds and looked and do your own way. Do your adultery as
out and lo, up there in the sky, was a you please and come back and I'll forgive.
beautiful moon and the morning star. My He said "go and sin no more."
mind went back to the Star of Bethlehem
Another story is of the rich man who had
long ago, when Jesus was born in a stable, so much riches he didn't know what to do
wrapped in swaddling clothes and lay in with it. Jesus said these fool this night thy
manger.
soul shall be required of thee then what
What a humble birth for the most will you do. So you see, his riches were no
precious baby ever born.
good in God's sight. So many things could
The wise men came and followed the be written of His miracles but I must
star in the sky to the place where Jesus hasten on to the cross before this goes to
lay. The Bible doesn't say they were the wastebasket.
college graduates, rich men or men of
As He hung on the cross and the men
renown. It says they were wise men!
were crucifying Him He said "Father
We are always wise to follow Jesus forgive them for they know not what they
wherever He leads. A few years do." He was dying for the whole world(me
passed—He was in the Temple talking to included) and then He said "It is finished,"
the doctors and lawyers. They were which means He died that everyone might
amazed at his intelligence. He said "Know
be saved who believed on Him.
ye not that I must be about my Father's
I could write a book about it but I must
business?"
close hoping this will be an inspiration to
So he started out on his journey to the some one somewhere who reads this.
So with that I will close with a prayer
cross. But he stopped by the wayside to do
some work before he got to the cross. He everyone will have a "very good Christhealed the sick, raised the dead,gave sight mas arid Happy New Year," May God
to the blind, calmed the storm on the sea
bless all of us real good is my sincere wish.
By LOLA wrulAms
Hello Folks! It is now almost six o'clock
In the morning and as we are approaching
the Christmas season I want to tell all my
friends and loved ones that time is running
out for a lot of us older people. I want to get
this written before my number comes up
on the wheel of time.

Letter To The Editor

Thanks To Farmers
Dear Editor;
"Give us a market and remunerating
prices and we can raise an amount of
produce that will astonish the world."
These words, which were spoken well
ever a century ago by a farmer, rang just
as true in 1975 as they did in the mid-1800's.
In many instances, the massive yields
recorded by North American farmers this
year astonished a world, which continued
a growing dependency on these yields.
While attaining such yields, farm
families again faced their share of
challenges—the weather, high production
costs and fluctuation market prices.
Marketing uncertainties were involved not
only in domestic areas, but in foreign
exports,too.

Bible Thought

But, just as that farmer of more than a
century ago pointed out, the men and
women of agriculture need the incentive to
produce. Given that incentive in the form
of a fair and balanced return for their
efforts, the farm families of the Calloway
County area, along with their counterparts
throughout North America, will go on
astonishing the world in 1976 and beyond.
Sincerely,
W.C. McKeel
Murray,Ky.

Funny World
A man was explaining why he didn't play
golf:
have enough crises in my life
without volunteering for 18 of them on my
day off."

And the glory which thou gayest
me (Christ) I have given them;
that they may be one, even as we
(God and Christ) are one. John
17:22.
As we live near,and with, and in

A map was driving in traffic at the rush
hour with his wife keeping up a steady
stream directions. "Watch out for that red
car. Slow down now." Finally the husband
said, "Relax, darling, I have perfect
confidence in you when I'm driving."
BUMPER STICKERS, GRAFFITI, ETC.

God we shall thereby draw nearer
to one another. Making one
Christian community.

Bumper sticker on a Fiat in Haifa,
Israel: WATCH MY REAR...NOT HERS' in Hebrew, yet.
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Let's Stay Well

Impairment Of Eyesight

Good eyesight is a precious
asset.
Yet "there are at least 10
million people -- about 1 in 20
Americans -- who have significant, uncorrectable impairment
CRUMP'S GRASS
of vision," according to Carl
ROOTS COMMENT
K upper, M.D., director of the NaThe former Senator's protests fell on
tional Eye Institute, quoted sedeaf ears. It will take President Ford's
veto to stop what Sam Ervin calls, "the ..'cently in the Journal of the
American Medical Association.
most dangerous piece of legislation ever
presented to the Congress." The new
About 500,000 Americans are
bureau would require the immediate
blind. By definition, they
Legally
hiring of 400 lawyers with complete staffs
can at best see objects at 20 feet,
and office space to a -scorrunoda te them
while a person with normal vision can readily see such objects
at 60 feet. In addition, persons
with narrowed visual fields (20
Or less at the widest
degrees
What this country needs in all branches
point) are regarded as legally
of government are fewer experts and more
blind.
professionals; the professional being the
The leading calves of blindtype that uses a spade to loosen the soil in
ness or visual disability consist of
the rosebed. The expert uses a bulldozer
cataracts (clouding of the lens),

Isn't Ii. The Truth
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OPEN
FORUM

Garrott's Galley

Guest Editorial

OPINION PAGE]

By F.J.L Blasingame, M.D.
corneal (clear part of front of
eye) disease, and glaucoma (increased pressure within the eyeball). Fortunately considerable
progress has been made in the
treatment of each of these common eye conditions Less common, but important, are cases of
retinal detachment, and many of
these may be repaired and functional vision maintained.
Prevention and treatment of
other eye diseases are less
satisfactory and include atrophy
of the optic nerve, inflammatory
reactions inside the eye
(choroiditis and retinitis),
degenerative diseases (senile
macular degeneration and impairment of blood supply to the
retina from diabetes), and improper functioning of eye muscles or portions of the brain supplying the eye. Occasionally,
cancers may arise in one or both

eyes and require removal of the
eyeball.
It is somewhat reassuring that
interest in eye research is expanding, as are the available
funds to support it
It is wise to have your eyes examined periodically, preferably
annually if you are 50 or older
Q. Mr. S.Q. would like to know
the best age to retire.
A. Retirement has to be determined on a personal basis, and
no age can be considered as
"best" in all caws The United
States has copied Western
Europe in establishing a compulsory retirement age in general at 66 years Inasmuch as persons age at different rates,
retirement should be flexible, depending on the capacity of the

BI.ASINGA E
person to perform his Gutless rus
wishes, and his life circumstances. Some will live longer,
have less disability, and be happier if they do not retire. Aging
may require shorter hours, a
slower pace, and even a change
in the type of work
Q. Mr. R.K. asks for comment
on exercising only on weekends.
- A. Such exercise is far better
than no exercise. Some during
the week should be added. Daily
exercise is preferable, such as a
short period of physical activity
in the early morning, a walk at
noon, or activity with family or
friends after working hours.
Such exercise not only helps the
muscles and joints but benefits
the mood and encourages relaxation. Sleep may be enhanced at
night after exercise earlier in the
day.
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Carols once were
held sacrilegious

By REV. W LEE
TRUMAN
Copley News Service
Carols are as much a part
of Christmas as evergreen
trees, tinsel and nativity

NMI

scenes, although they have
not always been so accepted.
Carols began with folk
dances and were later banned
as sacrilegious became they
became overly associated
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We hope you enjoy
everything
this wonderful
season has to offer.
Thank you, friends.
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with Waive. It is only in this
t they have been
country
recently indeed with acceptance,and in some places, enYd carols have become an
integral part of our Christmos asisWidon and it would
bt Mks& to imagine a
salt* scene without a carol
or two.
I. James Coville, the
hymnologist, in discussing
carols, defines a carol today
as a seasonal religious song
with a time simple enough for
the untrained voice to handle.
The word comes from the
French "carole" which
means a round dance. This is
what the Brat carols were,
simple folk songs with
primitive dance accompaniment.
We think of carol' today,
not as dancing folk tunas, but
as solely Christmas mune.
But there are also carols for
Easter and most other religious days of the year.
Carols as we know them
began in the middle of the
Dark Ages and have since
taken on a liturgical significance. The real surprise is
that some pieces that we
think of as carols,"Joy to the
World," for example, a hymn
composed by Isaac Watts,
music by George Fredrick
Handel, are not true carols at
all.
Some of the carols are
"antiphonal," which have
come to mean two choirs
singing "at" each other,
alternately. Originally, this
meant a refrain, a chorus, a
soloist singing one and the
choir singing the other.
"Jingle Bells" is an example
of this type.
Such a carol is not based on
folk music but was actually
composed to be sung antiphonally. CovWe lists the
prerequisites for a carol as
used today:
"First, it is a secular song
which has been absorbed into
the church service. It must be
macaronic in character. This
means the text is in two languages: English and Latin,
for example. This is the
example of the use in the
early days of the vernacular
in church since the service
proper was in Latin.

-694Our very best wishes
to folks all round
town. Warm gratitude.

May the season
shine down its good
blessings on all.
We're grateful to you.
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* Santa's on his way to*
* you, carrying our very*
4 best of holiday wishes,*
and a hearty thank you.
• for
your bustaese,
;
during this past year.
* * * * * * * * ** **
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Merry Christmas

Copley News Service
If diamonds are a girl's
best friend, then Christmas
time can be the burglar's
bosom buddy unless the
homeovmer shuts the doors
and windows in his face.
Nearly every police department In the nation has a list of
"musts" and "must nets" for
Harry the Homeowner, all
aimed at outsmarting the
hoesehreaker.
While they usually are
dragged out for public consumption about this time of
year, most of the antiburglary ground rules apply
as well for the other 11
months. What they add up to
is a lot of common sense.
For example, it doesn't
take a smart cop to tell you
that leaving the curtains open
In front of the gift-covered
Clwistmas tree is like sending
an engraved invitation to the
burglar who may be "casing"
your neighborhood.
If you must do your lastminute Yule shopping, even
at a nearby store, lock all the
doors. And that goes for any
other forages away from the
house, too. It takes the professional burglar only a few
minutes to ransack the house.
You might even return to find
him inside. The cornered
burglar can be an ugly character.
If you aren't especially
neighborly all year, try to be
at Christmas time. If you see
a stranger roaming the
neighborhood, notify the
police, especially if you know
one of your neighbors is away
from home.
Another wise move, police
say, is to question people observed removing property
from neighboring homes unless you recognize them as
friends or relatives. Sometimes that will scare them
away if they are thieves masquerading • as movers or
someone with authonty to
enter the house.
Be sure also to record
license numbers of strange
cars parked in the neighborhood or seen cruising by
slowly The occupants might
be looking for likely burglary
targets after the sun goes
down.
Don't leave packages lying
in plain sight on the seats of
your ear. Thefts from cars —
locked or unlocked — mount
sharply during the Christmas
shopping season.
So put the packages in the
trunk or on the floor and
cover them.
As for locked autos, the
professional thief can open
your car door in a matter of
seconds. And not all shopping
center parking lots hire
security guards, even at
Christmas time. Moreover.
guards can't always keep an
eye on an entire area at once.
If you buy gifts with serial
numbers, such as electrical
appliances, keep a list of the
numbers. Then if your home
is burglarized the list will
make it easier for police to
track down the stolen items
and see that they are returned to you.
If you can't produce a list of
numbers or other identifying
marks, police sometimes will
refuse to return stolen
property.
The same precautions
apply to clothing. Instead of a
serial number, make your
own identifying mark so you
can tell police about it later.
Most people lock their
garages if they contain valuable property.
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Ire WOUIII like 141 take this time
thank the 'WIMP and
businesses far their support
thraughiatt the veer and n
special thanks it, the Fruit
Cake Sale.

to
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RE WE COME\
A-WASSAILING
Singing tidings'of greatjoy
and thanks,and wishing
you all the specialjoy

The Murray Calloway County Jaycees would like to
take this time to extend personal greetings and to
say Thanks, for the help and support from the people
and businesses of Murray.
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Southern Cal Presents McKay
With Farewell Gift: 20-0 Win
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Tar Heels And Terps
Come Close To Upsets
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
The matchups looked like
those early-season breathers.
But it was the Maryland and
college
Carolina
North
basketball coaches who were
• holding their breaths at the end.
Second-ranked Maryland
beat back previously undefeated North Carolina:Charlotte 70-60 and third-ranked
North Carolina slipped past
South Florida 70-64 Monday
night.
-I always say when you play
*, an undefeated team, it's tough
. to heat them," Maryland Coach
...Lefty Driesell said of UNC:Sharlotte. "We had a chance to
break it open a couple of times
each half, but we couldn't run
away from them.
"They have a good club: give
• them credit."
With John Lucas pumping in

six of his 22 points in the final
three minutes, Maryland, now
7-0, staved off a late rally by the
49ers while posting its smallest
victory margin and lowest score
of the season.
''We've beaten Florida and
Vandy (Vanderbilt), but you
can't go to the well too often,"
said UNC-Charlotte Coach Lee
Rose, whose team now is 6-1.
Midway through the second
half, Maryland opened up a 5641 lead, only to see the 49ers run
off a 9-1 streak before Brad
Davis and Lucas pushed the
Terps ahead by nine with 2:45
left. Then UNC-Charlotte
bounced back again, but Lucas
added two more field goals to
lead Maryland to victory.
North Carolina got a 20-point
performance from forward
Tommy LaGarde to take a 43-33
halftime advantage. But South
Florida roared back after in-

Bruins And Tar Heels
Move Up In Cage Poll

1
. By The Associated Press
trailed Indiana 1,198-1,016.
North Carolina and defending However, Marquette lost to
..national champion UCLA Minnesota last week while
Wisconsin and
moved up to challenge Indiana defeating
and Maryland today in The Northwestern and the setback
Associated Press college dropped the Warriors from
basketball ratings.
third place to seventh.
Hoosiers North Carolina climbed from
Indiana
The
.
defeated Kentucky, Georgia fourth to third thanks to a rout
and Virginia Tech last week and of East Tennessee State while
received 60 of 62 first-place UCLA, winning its third in a row
votes and a near-perfect 1,236 of after an opening-game loss to
.a possible 1,240 points from a Indiana, crushed Seattle and
,-.. nationwide panel of sports jumped from sixth to fourth.
writers and broadcasters.
Notre Dame, idle last week,
Maryland, 6-0 like Indiana held onto fifth place while
Fordham, Cincinnati rose from seventh to
routing
after
received —the other two first- sixth, followed by Marquette.
place votes and 1,086 points. Undefeated Alabama and North
Last week, the Terrapins Carolina State retained the
eighth and ninth spots but
Tennessee moved up from 11th
to 10th while Louisville dropped
from 10th to Ilth.
Behind Louisville, the Second
Ten consisted of Nevada-Las
Vegas, Washington, San
Francisco, Rutgers, Michigan,
St. John's of New York, and
Kentucky, with Centenary and
Minnesota tied for 19th place.
Last week's Second Ten was
Washington,
Tennessee,
Vegas, San
Nevada-Las
Francisco, Rutgers, Michigan,
Auburn, St. John's, Arizona
State and Kentucky.
Auburn dropped out of the
Top Twenty by splitting two
games last week, losing to
Southern Methodist and beating
Tulsa. Arizona State fell out by
losing to Oregon State, although
the Sun Devils defeated
Georgia.

2CARAT
DIAMOND

SALE

terrnission to draw to within
three points at 63-60 with five
minutes left. However, the Tar
Heels held off the late surge for
the victory.
LaGarde finished with 24
points to pace Norp Carolina.
In the opening round of the
Carolina Classic, guard Ronnie
Daniel scored 25 points to lead
Oklahoma State to a 72-69
victory over Virginia while Alex
English paced South Carolina's
rout of Yale 100-66. English
scored 21 points in the first half
and ended up with 37 for the
night. The four-team tourney
concludes tonight.
Elsewhere, Illinois crushed
Rice 106-64, unbeaten Louisiana
Fairleigh
stopped
State
Dickinson 93-70, Purdue
defeated California 97-79, Ohio
State edged Evansville 79-78,
Nebraska downed Vanderbilt
68-57, Tulane raced by Cornell
90-72, West Texas State beat
Samford 64-49 and Arizona
defeated Old Dominion 88-74.
The Colorado State-Montana
game was canceled when
Colorado State didn't show.CSU
Coach Jim Williams said his
team didn't fly to Missoula,
Mont., because of fog. But
Montana officials said the plane
the Rams were scheduled to
board landed at Missoula on
schedule.

covered 76 yards and put USC
By HARRY KING
Associated Press Writer
on top 20-0 with 5:14 left in the
MEMPHIS (AP) — John second quarter.
McKay wasn't buying that
A&M,forced to play catchup,
sentimental approach.
No matter that his University couldn't. The Aggies,who relied
of Southern California Trojans on their running game while
presented him with a 20-0 compiling a 10-1 regular season
Liberty Bowl victory over record and earning a share of
Texas A&M Monday night in his the Southwest Conference
final appearance as a college championship, completed only
34 passes all season. A&M
coach.
"Winning was the most
important part of it," McKay
said. "I was tired of hearing
about the losing streak."
USC won its first seven games
and then went into a four-game
losing streak shortly after
McKay confirmed that he would
leave USC after 16 years to
become head coach of the new
MEXICO CITY (AP) — "We
Tampa Bay team of the
don't have any excuses. Mexico
National Football League.
His record at USC was 127-40- played well and deserved all the
8, including national cham- credit."
Tony Trabert, the US. Davis
pionships in 1962, 1967 and 1972.
The Liberty Bowl was the Cup nonplaying captain, was
Trojans' ninth bowl appearance disappointed in America's loss
under McKay, but their first to Mexico 3-2 Monday in the
North American zone semifinal
outside the Rose Bowl.
"It's not only Coach McKay's tennis series. But he was
last game, it's the seniors' last gracious in defeat and had high
game, too, and we waited to praise for the Mexican team,in
win as much for them as for the general, and Raul Ramirez, in
coach," said All-American particular.
"Serving was by far his best
running back Ricky Bell.
definitely
He
Bell, who made his reputation strength.
as a runner, did in the Aggies outplayed us in the last match.
with his only pass ieeeption in We were at full force and had
the nationally televised game our best player out there."
This marked the second time
and only his fourth of the year.
Quarterback Vince Evans this year that Ramirez has
tossed a screen pass to wbell in practically defeated the
single-handedly.
the left flat. Guard Donnie Americans
A&M Last February, Mexico beat the
blocked
Hickman
linebacker Garth Ten Napel, United States at Palm Springs,
Bell cut back to the middle of Calif., by the identical 3-2 score.
the field and accelerated bet- In the two series he has
ween defenders. The play played six matches, including

Mexicans Defeat USA
In Davis Cup Tennis
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Sheets & Pillowcases
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For the Americans, this was
the third time in a row they
have bowed to a nation south of
the border. They lost to
Colombia 4-1 in 1974.
Yves Lemaitre, the Mexican
captain, said, "We've worked
hard for nine weeks without
Raul(who was at the Stockholm
Masters). Marcelo Lara won
the big point for us against
Canada. And Raul won the big
one today.
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Save Big on your favorite hits and artists. Latest Soul, Rock, and
Country. Hurry for best selection.
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By The Associated Press

FOOTBALL
PHILADELPHIA — Mike
McCormack was fired as head
coach of the Philadelphia
Eagles of the National Football
League.

The victory enabled Mexico
City to advance in the Davis
Cup eliminations to a meeting
with South Africa.

A

Central Shopping Cntr.
Open Christmas Eve
'Til 6

Here are the Top Twenty
teams in The Associated Press
college basketball poll with
first-place votes in parentheses,
season records through Sunday
and total points. Points based
:

BOXING
NEW YORK — Boxing
promoter Don King announced
heavyweight chamlittin
Muhammad All will defend his
crown against Jean-Pierre
C,00pman of Belgium on Feb. 20
at a site to be determined.

two An doubles, and has won
them all.
Ramirez' biggest victory was
achieved Monday at the
expense of Jimmy Connors, the
second-ranked player in the
world and America's big hope in
the Davis Cup competition.
With the teams tied 2-2, the
final match of the singles was
suspended by darkness Sunday.
Ramirez had been ahead 2-6, 63, 6-3 with Connors leading 3-2 in
the fourth set when the match
was halted.
The Mexican star promptly
picked up where he left off when
the match was resumed
Tuesday. It took Ramirez less
than a half-hour to dispose of
Connors at 6-4 and clinch the
verdict. He displayed such
impressive form that he reeled
off the first six points running
and never was headed.
After Ramirez had hit the
winning shot of the match, the
enthusiastic crowd rushed out

AFTER CHRISTMAS

The AP Top Twenty

6-0 1,236
LIndiana(60)
2.Maryland( 2) 6-0 1,086
882
5-0
3.N.Carolina
709
3-1
4.UCLA
667
5-1
5.NotreDame
551
7-0
6.Cincinnati
544
5-1
7.Marquette
499
6-0
8.Alabama
393
5-0
9.N.C.St.
290
6-1
10.Tennessee
257
5-1
11 Louisville
231
7-0
12.Nev-L.Vegas
224
7-0
13.Washington
195
14.SanFrancisco 7-1
185
7-0
15.Rutgers
116
5-1
16.Michigan
97
7-0
17.St.John's
28
4-3
18.Kentucky
27
7-1
19.Centenary
27
5-0
(tie)Minnesota

second time this year he had
been held under 100 yards
rushing.
After USC gained a 3-0 firstquarter lead, A&M moved from
its 31 to the Trojans' three.
After a five-yard penalty, Jay
fumbled and Dave Lewis
recovered at the USC six. "That
hurt ... it hurt a touchdown's
worth," said A&M Coach
Emory Bellard.
Two possessions later, USC
had third and seven at its own
34. Evans backed up, looked
left, and then threw long down
the right side for Randy
Sirnmrin, who was behind AllAmerican defensive back Pat
Thomas. Simmrin caught the
ball at the 15 and Thomas
finally dragged him down at the
onto the soft red clay courts of one. Mosi Tatupu scored on the
the Rafael Osuna Stadium and next play to make it 10-0.
22-year-old
the
mobbed
Glen Walker's field goals of 40
Mexican.
and 45 yards rounded out the
The fans cheered wildly and scoring.
threw pillows and cushions into
the air before continuing their
demonstrations in the streets.

quarterback Mike Jay was six also play defense.
of 14 against USC for 99 yards
USC was determined not to
and didn't have time to throw on give away anything in the
several passing downs.
second half. The Trojans threw
only three times in the final 30
The Aggies managed only 247 minutes, relying mostly on
yards against USC. McKay said Bell's running to move the
the Trojans had heard so much football.
about A&M — which led the
Bell, the nation's leading
nation in total defense and rusher with 1,875 yards in 11
defense against the rush — that regular season games, carried
they wanted to prove they could 28 times for 82 yards — only the
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Crusaders Lose Another i
One In Only WHA Game
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CLEVELAND (A.13)— "That
was minor league play out there
tonight," Coach John Wilson ,
said after his Cleveland
Crusaders dropped their 12th
game in 15 World Hockey
Association starts to the New
England Whalers 4-1 Monday

To Fight Suit
NEW ORLEANS(AP) —The
Louisiana Superdome Commission voted Monday to
authorize its attorneys to fight a
suit in federal court which seeks
to ban smoking in the domed
stadium.
"I don't think we have any
choice but to oppose the
lawsuit," said Mayor Moon
Landrieu, chairman of the
commission. "We would be
letting the federal courts run
the affairs of this commission
otherwise."
Later, the commission
shelved the issue of whether
smoking should be forbidden
within the cavernous stadium
until they know how much such
a prohibition would cost to
enforce.
HOCKEY
CALGARY — Harry Howell,
42, a veteran defenseman in the
National Hockey League,
announced he was coming out of
retirement to play for the
Calgary Cowboys of the World
Hockey Association.

night.
It was the only WHA game
played.
TheCleveland brass have
threatened to take drastic
action, including wholesale
trades, if the Crusaders don't
break out of their slump.
Wilson said the Crusaders
gave the game away with
mistakes — "dreadful mistakes
... that's been the problem with
this club all along.
"I haven't seen this club come
up with a complete game yet. It
has scored maybe three or four
great goals this year," the
coach said.
"You have,to be creative out
there. We've got some good
hockey players, but you wonder
if it's the right blend," he added.
Tom Webster did most of the
damage against the Crusaders
Monday night, scoring three
goals to spark the Whalers to
victory.
Webster poked a short
backhander between Cleveland
goalie Bob Whidden's legs for
the only score of the first period
and boosted the Whaler lead to
2-0 just 24 seconds into the.
second period with a breakaway
goal.
Don Blackburn intercepted a
Cleveland pass and skated in
alone to beat Whidden with the
third New England goal before
Cleveland got on the scoreboard
with Ron Ward's 20-footer.
Webster's final goal, his 19th,
came on a rebound of a thirdperiod shot by tarry Pleau.

Selections
from the
,
Keepsake
Diamond Ring
0.
Center.

Ali Schedules Fight
With Another Unknown

Standing On
The Firing Line
By Mike Brandon
Sports Editor

James Wells: A Different World Now
James Wells hasalready openedhisChristmas presents.
And Thursday afternobia when everyone is huddled
together for Christmas Diener in the family room, James
Wells won't be there. He'll be In basketball practice.
A year ago, that practice would have been a two-mile ride
from his home. But the 6-0 fanner Calloway County High
School center is the present 6-9 center for the Flyersfrom the
University of Dayton.
"I got in Sunday morning around 10:30 or so
back today. We have to be back in for practise
Day," Wells said.
Surprisingly, Dayton finds itself 4-3 on the season. They've
last to Kunni of Ohio, Michigan and Mississippi State. They
have defeated Ashland, Biscayne, Eastern Kentucky and
Washington State.
Currently, Wells is averaging just over eight points per
game and five rebounds. In minutes played, he ranks fourth
on the team.
His best game this season was against Miami of Ohio. He
scored 14 points and had 12 rebounds.
"There's not really that much of an adjustment from high
school to college ball. The only thing is! have to be more consistent than I was in high school because there's somebody
always waiting to take my place," Wells said.
"With the offense we run, I'm shootidg basically the same
shots I did in high school. I shoot anywherefrom 15 feet out to
Inside the basket."
Wells is shooting at a .563 clip from the field this season.
What about as far as his goals?
"I want to play professional ball. There's still some things
I'm going to have to improve on though...like going out and
being confident in the things I know I'm capable of doing.!
must be able to play my own type of game."
Dayton has been drawing over 10,000 fans per game. And
for a young freshman center,a long way from home,it's easy
to become awed and sometimes lost in a place so large.

(Nn RH t) 11-.1)(pEut y irsul)

"It gets to be lonely sometimes," Wells said.
"But!don't really think there's any college players around
today who don't miss their home. That's just something you
overcome with time."
For anyone wanting to write Wells, be may be reached at
Room 212., Founders Hall, University of Dayton,45409.

The basketball predictions are 43-30 on the season for a
mark of .683 and they should begin to rise in January. Take
away the one pathetic night when I went 3-9 and they would
beat a .784 clip.
My predictions are based on power ratings of teams and
some advantage is given to the home team.
After what I've seen from the first month of the season, I'd
have to pick Tilghman as the top team,ranking them slightly
above Murray High which even with a 2-3 record, has to be
ranked second.
After that, the power ratings would drop about six points
down to Fteidland, Marshall County and Symsonia, all of
which are within a point or two of each other.
After that, toss a coin and the rest of the teams are fairly
close.
My second five would consist of Hickman County, Ballard
Memorial, Lone Oak,St. Mary and Lowes.
OVC league play will begin in three weeks. The rankings
there would be in this order: Austin Peay, Western Kenticky,
Tennessee Tech, Middle Tennessee, Morehead, and then
Eastern, East Tennessee and Murray all in a dogfight for the
next three places.
I leave with this Christmas thought:
"In the final analysis, will anyone ever care that I existed,
or for that matter, will!?"
Care is a branch from the tree of love. And there is no more
a perfect time than now to let your love be a guiding light to
the children, our one hope fora better world.

Turnbull Celebrates His
Birthday With Big Goal

Registered Diamond Rings
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Air Freight Flight Training
Air Cargo Air Ambulance
Air Charter
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Hying
Service,Inc.
MouripOilleliey Casty Almon

ot et'
Contact
Bill Fuller or
Johnny Parker

489-2414 489-2721

The Bank
of Murray

will close at 2p. m.
Wednesday,Christmas Eve
in order that our employees
may enjoy the Christmas Holiday
with their families.

The Officers, directors and staff
of the Bank of Murray wish
for you a Happy,Safe
isek
Holiday Season

Murray Baseball
Association

iggs races unaeTeale
LSU, Vanderbilt Loses

By The Associated Press
Louisiana State, one of only
two unbeaten basketball teams
in the Southeastern Conference,
stretched its streak to five
games Monday night with a 9370 victory over Fairleigh
Dickinson.
And the unranked Bayou
Bengals step back in the arena
tonight with another home
engagement against Cornell. It
is the only game involving an
SEC team.
In the only other SEC action
Monday night, Nebraska used a
patient floor game to wear down
Vanderbilt 68-57. It was the
second straight defeat for the
Commodores, who dipped below
the .500 level at 3-4.
Kenny Higgs, sinking 12 of 19
field goal attempts, poured in 28
points to lead ISU to its victory,

Belgian press was anything but
keen about his championship
shot.
"It is time Belgian managers
came back to earth or showed
they have a bit more scruples
instead of sending their boxers
to the slaughterhouse," wrote
the boxing writer of the
newspaper Le Peuple.
But the fighter's manager,
Karel de Jaegher, said, "JeanPierre is a tough boy. He is not
afraid of Ali."
BASEBALL
ST. LOUIS — The St. Louis
Cardinals traded infielder Mike
Kelleher to the Chicago Cubs for
Infielder Vic Harris.

Need any of these services..

TORONTO (AP) — Ian finding the range on Leaf goalie
Turn bull gave himself a bir- Wayne Thomas, who had 33
saves.
thday present Monday night.
"Our defense was knocking
The Toronto defenseman
celebrated his 22nd birthday by Toronto on its butt in front of the
blasting a slap shot past Los net alright," he said. "'Itte
Angeles goalie Rogie Vachon problem was that our shooters
late in the third period to give couldn't hit the goal.
"They were hitting the posts.
the Maple Leafs a 4-3 victory
Toronto's shots were on
,ver the Kings.
It was the only National target."
game
League
Hockey
scheduled.
The goal, only tbe sixth of the
i
year for TaraligUreratbet up tiffr,
e
defensive standout Bore* Saluting and Inge Hammerstrum, who ended a 20-game
drought with his eighth
scoring
a
in
itself
defense that found
clutch 31-10 victory over goal of the season.
Errol Thompson and Stan
Washington.
for
Landry decided on the spread Weir were the other scorers
scored
formation for obvious passing the Leafs. Don Kozak
downs In the summer because twice and Sheldon Kanegiesser
quarterback Roger Staubach once for the Kings.
Hammarstrom was hopeful
had been sacked numerous
times in 1974. With the move, after the game that his goal and
winning
Dallas' proficiency on third the assist on Turnbull's
goal would get him back on the
down jumped 10 per cent.
"I would have to say it ( thee right track.
Vachon, who blocked 36
spread) has been a big help for
shots, said his teamToronto
he
when
even
Roger,
us because
hasn't found a receiver, halt mates were having trouble
scrambled for some big third
Back To Old Job
=
downs," said Landry.
CHICAGO (AP) — Rudy
The Cowboy defense has been Schaffer, business manager of
an opportunistic one and the the Chicago White Sox from 1959
team is a plus-14 in the tur- to 1969, has been returned to
novers from 1974. Dallas that baseball front office post by
recovered one more fumble new club owner Bill Veeck.
Schaffer, 63, had been
than the opposition and had
business manager of the Cineight more interceptions.
The club was a minus five on cinnati Stingers of the World
Hockey Association until named
turnovers last year.
Owner Clint MurChison was to the White Sox front office by
overcome by the team spirit Veeck on Monday.
It marks the fifth time
Sunday on the flight home after
a 31-21 victory over the ti(,,,v Schaffer has teamed up in
York Jets. He got on the in- baseball with Veeck. They also
tercom and told the players it worked together in running
was his most enjoyable season Boston's Suffolk Downs race
since the club was founded in track.
1960.
The shouted reply from the
player section of the plane ,,va:
"Bonus, Bonus!"

Cowboys' Season Like
Science-Fiction Movie'
we've worked 14games for."
Newhouse, in particular, has
been a primary cog in the
Cowboy attack. He gained 931
yards, the second best ground
gaining effort by a fullback in
the Cowboys'16-year history.
The Cowboys needed a great
year from a running back
because Calvin Hill departed
for the now defunct World
Football League. Preston
Pearson, acquired from Pittsburgh, took over for Hill and
Newhouse replaced the retired
Walt Garrison.
"Preston is a tremendous
blocker and has a lot to do with
Newhouse's success," said
Landry.
Such rookies as Randy White
of Maryland, Thomas Henderson of Langston, Okla.,
State, Randy Hughes of
Oklahoma, Bob Breunig of
Arizona State, and Burt
Lawless of Florida, have injected enthusiasm into the
team.
"I've had more fun playing on
this team than any I've been on
with the exception of our Super
Bowl champion team," said 13year veteran IA* Roy Jordan of
Alabama. "The enthusiasm is
contagious. This team didn't
know it was supposed to lose."
Jordan, and safety Cliff
Harris lead a sometimes porous
•

"But I promise to do all I can
to be in good condition so that
the match will not be a mere
formality for All. It's a great
honor, not only for me but for
Belgium."
Cooprnan's first meeting with
All will come at a news conference in New York Jan.6 or 7.
King said in a telephone
interview from Puerto Rico that
the fight would be televised live
in the United States by CBS but
that a site had not been
determined yet. San Juan appeared to have the inside track.
Ali's next opponent was
expected to be Henry Clark of
San Francisco, but King said
"He'll probably fight Clark in
the Dominican Republic in
AP111-"
King, who promoted All's last
fight, said he wants the
champion's next "big money"
fight to be against Ken Norton
in the United States, July 4.
The 29-year-old Coojxnan,
almost unknown outside
Europe, has a 24-3-0 record and
has won 10 straight, but the

Just Talking

5PORTS

By DENNE H.FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
DALLAS (AP) — As the
Dallas Cowboys prepare for
their ninth sojourn in the last
decade into the National
Football League playoffs, a
brief review of their regular
season uncovers a "science
fiction" campaign.
Twelve rookies, a midgetsized fullback, the wild shotgun
formation, and a young but
hard-sticking defense put a 10-4
record on the board.
"That wojild have been hard
to believe in preseason," said
Coach Tom Landry, who saw
his team drop out of the playoffs
in 1974 for the first time in eight
years.
Now, the Cowboys travel to
cold Minnesota to meet the
Vikings Sunday in the first
round of the NFL playoffs and
fullback Robert Newhouse puts
it this way: "It could be 100
below (zero) but this is what

By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Spats Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
Heavyweight champion
next
All's
Muhammad
scheduled opponent is JeanPierre Coopman of Belgium, a
man who knows his chances.
Several hours after promoter
Don King said that All would
fight Coopman Feb. 20, the
fighter, who is nicknamed the
Lion of Flanders, said in an
interview in Brussels that he
feels be is "beat from the
start"

and he played only 26 minutes.
George Lighty of Fairleigh
Dickinson was the top scorer
with 29 points. Ed Le-Blanc had
12 rebounds for the Bengals.
Jerry Fort had 16 points to
lead Nebraska's balan, d
attack against Vandy, which got
20 points from Jeff Fosnes and a
dozen rebounds from freshman
Carl Crain, making his first
start of the year.

To Be Honored
LEVITTOWN, N.Y. (AP
Veteran Ed Kranepool of Ile
New York Mets will be honorM
at the 16th annual Levitt n
Youth Council Jan. 31. The hist
of the 1962 original Mos,
Kranepool led the National
League baseball team in hittirg
this past season with .323 in 108
games.

Ong.

Anyone Interested In
Coaching Should Contact
Jamie Washer, President, Murray Baseball
Association, or The League President
LEAGUE
TEE BALL
PARK LEAGUE
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
LITTLE LEAGUE
PONY LEAGUE
COLT LEAGUE

AGES
5-6
7-8
9-10
11-12
13-14
15-16

PRESIDENT
MIKE SYKES
JAMES GREER
ROBERT PERRIN
TERRY MORGAN
MIKE BOBBIE
BAILEY HENDRICKS

PHONE
489-2230
7S3-7S30
753-3509
753-2632
767-4791
753-7638

PAW 8 THI MURRAY, fly
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KSP Baffled Over Lack Of
Troopers In 17-Hour Ordeal
FRANKFORT, Ky. t AP) Kentucky State Police confess
they are just as baffled as an
Indiana woman who wondered
in a letter to Gov. Julian Carroll why no troopers passed her
aa) for 17 hours after her van
broke down on a major interstate highway.

Col. Les Pyles of the State
Police said Thursday the answer may never be known that an investigation of the incident, which occurred in August, turned up nothing.
"Never do I expect to see a
police car every two or three
miles, but in the course of 17
Answer W Mondays
PuuW
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The trouble developed during
daylight hours, but Mrs. Perera
said she became worried when
hours began passing and no one
stopped to help. And she said
there weren't any police cars
around either.
The van's emergency lights
started fading as the battery
power ebbed.
Then, Mrs. Perera said, they
soaked towels in small cans of
gasoline and lighted them as
flares.
Still, no one stopped.
"Finally, I took the rug from
the floor of the car, wrote
'please help us' and stood by
the side of the road holding it
up," she said.
Eventually, a wrecker arrived.
Pyles said State Police have
thoroughly investigated the
matter and turned up nothing
but blanks.
"We have been unable to
shed any further light on it,"
Pyles said. We have looked
into it and tried to locate the
exact point where she was. We
haven't been able to determine
this. I am at a loss to know
exactly just what did happen."
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Itflel/FZE IF L(OU PIJT
THE ORANGE IN WOODSTOCK'S
Cl•IRISTiVtAS STOCKING, IT
WILL MAKE MA VERY HAPP?

(THE ORAt40#
WA5 A
6000 )DEA,
1)AGNI IT?
q..

POSTED REWARD-Los Angeles police officer Sgt. Gary
Broda explains how the department hopes to gain information on the slaving ot a fellow officer, Michael Edwards, some 19 months ago Edwards was found cuffed and
shot in the head, no clues were uncovered. Police hope the
515,000 reward will attract information.
(AP Wirephoto)

Car Pools Still
Thriving In Many
Parts Of Country
The Federal Highway ActnunBy LOUISE COOK
which uses the slogan
tstration,
Writer
Press
Associated
America," to enUp,
"Double
Car pools formed during the
to share
energy crisis to conserve gaso- courage commuters
than
more
estimated
vehicles,
line are still thriving in man',
car pools
parts of the country, according 20 million persons use
to officials who say sharing a every day.
ride has become a money-savComparisons between car
ing habit for millions of work- pools now and at the height of
ers.
the gasoline shortage in early
1974 are difficult because many
of the shared-ride programs
were started on an informal
basis and no statistics were
kept. There are indications,
however, that interest in car
pools continues to grow, although at a slower pace than
previously.
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The federal government has
provided funds fur 125 car pool
projects since the energy crisis
struck, with about one-third of
them set up in the past year.
The money has been used to establish special parking areas,
reserved highway lanes and
computerized • programs to
match up riders and drivers.
Car pools generally were
most successful in areas where
there are concentrated centers
of industry and housing; they
failed to catch on in places
where population and businesses were widely scattered.
Officials said money rather
than fuel conservation has become the prime motivation for
people to use car pools. There
soo longer is any shortage of
gasoline, but rising costs and
publicity about the monetary
savings - which can run more
than 81,000 a year per person
depending on the size of the
auto, the length of the trip and
the number of participants have kept the car pool alive.
An Associated Press survey
showed several companies not
only are encouraging car pools,
but also are using vans to
transport employes.

otv- PLACE

OLP PLACE THE ANCIENT
RUINS CALLED PHEENIX.A
CHILD...THERE
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CALLS Pr'

I AM no longer responsible
for any debts other than
my own, as of 12-19-1975.
Charles M.Broach.

ADVIIITONIZin'
DIA01.11115
All display ads,
In
classified displaya and
regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
the
day
before
publication.
All reader classifieds
ust be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication.

She said she was traveling in
a van with her daughter and
two grandchildren when their
van developed trouble.
They pulled to the side of the
road - Interstate 75, about 35
miles north of Lexington. They
waited, and waited.

7

I va 44,,Fo
1 4‘•
•401
r •...0.!%,
1,

The Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Co. has purchased 75 vans over the past
three years and has given them
to employes who, in return for
the use of the vehicle in their
private lives, agree to pick up
other workers. The company
pays maintenance and insurance; the employes pay eight
cents a mile for off-duty use of
the vans.
Connecticut started a car
pool program in 1972, and
Charles J. Gudaitis, a planner
In the Department of Transportation, said the effort to provide commuter buses a I parking for car poolers h. • been
gaining steadily.
"We think we have had better success than any other part
of the country," he said. Gudaitis said the use of special
parking lots and buses increased 40 to 45 per cent between 1974 and 1975.
Tii-Met, which runs the mass
transit system in the Portland.
Ore., area has been promoting
car pooling for two years with
the aid of a $250,000 federal
grant. A survey showed 22,000
drivers joined car pools in the
first year.
Stan Stokey, energy conservation official at the Tennessee Valley Authority in
Knoxville, said the company's
program to encourage employes to join car pools or ride
vans, bikes or buses to work
"exceeded all of our expectations'

11 Vacuum Cl,'oPfk

2 Notice

2 hr

hours, at least one patrol car
should have passed and called
for help for us."
So wrote Helen Perera, a
grandmother from Kokomo,
led., in a letter to the Kentucky
governor.

ME NUMBERS
FOR THE
LEDGER & TINES
DEPARDENTS
ARE AS FOlLOWS
News, Society and
Sports
753-1978
Retail ,Disploy advertising 753-1979.
Classified
Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Offic•
may
be
reached on 733-1916
and 753-1917.

KINGS
DEN
( enter

LEVI
CLOTHING

MRS. LEON HENDRICKS
sincerely thanks each of
you who helped during the
illness and death of her
husband. The untiring
efforts of the doctors and
nurses of the Murray
Hospital, and to hose that
gave blood, I am so
grateful.
May God richly bless you.
Mrs. Leon Hendricks

5 Lost And Four
LOST, STRAYED or
heavy
grey
stolen,
ceremic owl. Family pet.
Call 753-7557.
LOST FEMALE Beagle
wearing red collar, in the
vicinity of Turkey Bay
and Land Between the
Lakes. Call 753-9518.
LOST CHANGE purse with
money and class ring at
Bowling Lane, Friday 19,
1975. Call 753-2416.

6. Help Wanted
WANTED SOMEONE to
sell Watkins Products
Call 753-5550.
SECRETARY RECEPTIONIST must be
proficient at shorthand,
bookkeeping,
typing,
filing and other office
duties. Call 753-8050 or
after 5p. m.753-6500.
WANTED: HOSTESS for
homecare products party.
Earn cash or gift. Call
753-0034 between 6 and 7

p.m.
FOR
MARY
Kay
Cosmetics. Call Sonya
Futrell, 753-4505.

If You
Need Them:
753-1441e•
Fire
,...753-1621
Police
753-6952
Rescue
753-9332
Arnbutance
Hospital Emergency..
753-5131
Humane Society 753-4307
Comprehensive Care..
753-6622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line... 753-NEED
learn to Read 753-2288

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
1. Times
SANTA CLAUS will be at J
& B Farmers Mkt. on
Highway 94 East on
Saturday and Sunday
from 2 p.m. to 7 p.m. and
on Monday through
Wednesday from 4 p.m.
to 8 p.m. 'A large
selection of fresh fruits
and nuts will be on sale
For 'our Holiday needs.
GERALD WALDROP
wishes his friends a
Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year.
WE LOOK into your needs
as well as at them.
NEEDLINE,753-6333.
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8 Storage Buildings
BUY THE best for less.
Custom Built Portable
Hicks
Buildings,
Cemetery Road. Call 753-

14 Want To Buy
WANTED CAMPER school
bus. Call after 4:00, 4362516.

15 Art;cles For Sale
OAK FIREWOOD for sale.
20" logs $14.00 a rick. 24"
logs $16.00 a rick. Will
special cut to your needs.
Call 436-2315 if no answer
call 753-4698.
WILL BUY TOY trains.
Sales and service, Lionel
and H. 0. Call 753-6855 or
753-7570.
SIDING.
Al.COA
Aluminum Service co
tall 492-8647.
CLEAN RUGS,like new,so
easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K. Bel
Air Shopping Center.

KIRBY Vacuum Bales and
Service,500 Maple Street.
rebuilt
and
New
vacuums. Call 753-0359. 24
Hour answering service.

••

19 Farm Equipment
16 FT. EQUIPMENT tilt
trailer. $750.00. Call 7537370.
FOUR WHEEL trailer,
new bed and %%heels. Best
offer over $400.00. Call
753-6251 or 753-0176.
1972 870 CASE. 416 plow, 12
ft. wheel disc, front end
loader with dozer blade.
Good condition. ('all 4354429.

sos. 10%
Discount

Hydreelic &
Engine Oil
Purchased in
30 gal. or 55
gal. drums
Wilted
Time Offer

McKee' Equipment
753-3062
503 Walnut
20 Sort\ I O.:iprrent
1175 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power.
trim. Call 753-3932 or 7533226 after 4.
REGULATION size pool
table $150.00. Call 7530814.
NORTItw ir..RN GOLF
Clubs, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver.
OR 70a 14 radial, 4 wheel
grdlif bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 28" -, 10 speed.
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733.

PIANO TURNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt pianos
for sale. Ben Dyer 7538911.
PIANO
UPRIGHT
reworked and tuned. $150.
Call 753-6251 or 753-0176.
15 CORD AUTOHARP
includes tuning key, 4
picks, 28 page instruction
book and case. Like new.
See at 802 North 18th
Street.
tORGAN-ESTEY. Solid
state double key, travel
organ. Model 101. Any
reasonable offer will be
considered. Call 7534381.

24 PkvellanPous
FOR SALE MAJESTIC
woodburning fireplaces.
Aluminum Service Co.
Call 4924147.

CARPETS a fright? Make
them a beautiful sight
with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1.
Western Auto, home of
Well Gift
'Wishing

INDIAN
JEWELRY,
!urquoise, rings, chokers,
squash
blossoms,
bracelets, liquid silver
necklaces. Guns, knives.
See Donald Crawford,
Crawford's Shell Station,
Lynn Grove, Ky. 435-4133.

16 Home Furnishings
ONE KING size bed and
bedsprings. Call 753-8695
after 6 p.m.

TWO STORY oak log barn.
Excellent condition. Call
753-0870.
CHAIN LINK FENCE,
30 day special. Four ft.
high installed, $1.50 per ft.
Call after 5 p. m. for free
estimates, Allstar Fence
Co., Paris, Tenn., 6424492
or 642-8947.

21 Mobile Home Sales
KENMORE
SEARS
washer and gas dryer,
gold tone, 2 years old,
$100.00 each or $175.00 for
both. Call 753-9845.

WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Can 4421918 or 443-8228.

17.Vacuum Cleaner
ElLtCTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
75343780,
Montgomery,
day or night.

1972 11
Delta
bedro
heat
Refri

under
wood
condi'
after
throu

28
220111
Neve
Call

2g Mr

on

FORMBY'S refinishing
products, lemon oil, tung
oil, furniture cleaner and
refinisher. Murray
Lumber Company.

A AKAI 4000 D. S. stereo
tape deck, 3 heads SOS
and SWS. Excellent
condition. Call 753-6124.

•
EXTII
fully
meta
Near
435-4

MOBILE HOMES and
spaces. Fox Meadows and
Coach Estates. Families
only. South 16th Street,
Call 753-3855.

THRE
mobil
Estat
avails
two
30. M
with(
Call
throu
2 MIN
Rivie
Coupl
Avail
753-7E
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Sales and
*Street.
rebuilt
53-0359.24
service.

%TENT tilt
F. Call 753-

trailer,
heels. Best
00.00. Call
-0176.

416 plow, 12
front end
lozer blade
n. Call 435-

.x 31E1
21 Y.

H

S..,

EXTRA NICE 4 bedroom,
fully carpeted, 11 x 60
mobile home on 1 acre lot.
Nettr Coldwater, Ky. Call
435-4591

1972 12 x 68 CHAMPION
Deluxe mobile home, 2
bedrooms, bath, central
heat and 3 ton air.
Refrigerator and stove,
underpinned,8 x 20 ft. red
wood sundeck. Excellent
condition. Call 753-0958
after 6 p. m., Monday
through Friday.

0%

220 HEATER, brand new.
Never been used. $50.00.
Call 753-6251 or 753-0176.

PUllt

29 Mobile Home Rentals

ad he
0r55
VMS

of.

quipment

062
shad

PRO BASS
ary Locator,
LOT, power.
-3932 or 753-

4 size pool
10. Call 753-

ERN GOLF
=pieta set
tphit Driver.
dial, 4 wheel
In trailer. 2
10 speed.
or 4$7-4733.

46 Horres For

31 Apirtments For Rent

MARRIED COUPLE
would like to rent duplex
or house, two bedrooms,
No children. Call 753-2732.

MURRAY
MANOR
Apartments, one or two
bedroom,
unfurnished,
except
stove
and
refrigerator, water bill
paid. Central heat and air
conditioning. Call 7538668.
FURNISHED AND unfurnished apartments.
Two bedroom, call 7534331, Embassy Apartments.

For

Nice, furnished
apartments to accoznmodate 2, 3, 4
or 5 college girls.
Close to campus.
3
small
Also
bedroom furnished
house.
Call 753-5865 days or
753-5108 after 6:00

and on %edgy.

'IT/5 1.4R. 'FORD. SHE LEARNE17
SOMETH)NG AESOUT C1-4INA,T00

34 Houses For Rent

'e

ONE AND 2 bedroom COUNTRY HOME, 4 EXCELLT BUY in a 2
rooms, furnished or
bedroom home with new BY OWNER, large 3
apartments, completely
bedroom brick home at
unfurnished.
$100.00
aluminum siding, located
furnished. No utilities
1302 Kirkwood. Two
month.
Available
to
close
carMurray,
bedroom
One
furnished.
family room with
baths,
15.
Call
December
753peted, completely
apartment available now.
fireplace, utility room,
remodeled inside on 1
Two bedroom apartment 0169.
central heat and air, 2 car
acre lot, a real nice home
available Jan. 1. Call Buel
38 Pets Supplies
carport, 10 x 60 patio with
priced at $18,200. Call
Stalls, days 753-3474 or
gas grill. Also brick utility
Co.,
Realty
Moffitt
206
nights;753-3519.
GERMAN SHEPHERD
building with 2 car carSouth 12th,753-3597,
puppies. Five females,
port. Call 753-0846, for
black and silver, 6 weeks JUST LISTED, 72 acre
appointment.
APARTFURNISHED
old. $40.00, $30.00. Call farm near Hazel, has two
FURNISHED, located in
two
One
or
MENT.
753-0476.
Riviera Cis. Extra nice.
tobacco barns. Prac- THE QUALIFIED perbedrooms. Zimmerman
Couples or two girls only.
tically all acreage good
South 16th
Apartments,
sonnel at Guy Spann
Available January 1. Call
FEMALE BEAGLE pup.
BOYDtendable.
Street. 753-6600.
Realty are waiting to talk
753-7606 or 436-5869.
Running. $20.00. Call 435REAL
MAJORS
to you regarding your real
4318.
ESTATE, 105 N. 12th, 753estate needs. Our time is
8080.
your time. Give us a call
ONE FEMALE Peek-Aor drop by the office at 901
Poo for sale. Call 436-4659. 164 ACRES OF flat tillable
;
Sycamore Street, 753land on Highway 1828
7724.
POODLE PUPPIES for
( Midway Road). Call 753753Phone
Christmas.
7166.
46 Homes For Sale
6379.
DUE TO RECENT sales NEW 3 1311pROOM, l's
For TWA Perso,
we need listings! We have
bath, den or dining room,
SHOP.
POODLE
clients wanting (1) three
garage, large living
Profession4 grooming.
bedrooms with dining
room, built-in kitchen,
All breeds. Pine Point
area (2) good tillable
utility room. Priced to
Estates, Eagle Creek
acreage north of city. Call
sell. Finances available,
Road, 1 mile from
now Wilson Real Estate,
ready to move into, by
Buchanan Resort. Call
753-3263 or come by 206
Graves and Calloway
901-642-8977.
South 4th-across from
County line, in Calloway
post office.
County. Call 489-2715.
43. Real Estate

THREE 2 BEDROOM
mobile homes in Roberts
Estates Subdivision. One
available December 15,
two available December
30. All new, total tlectric
with central heat and air.
Call 753-7381, 84 Monday
through Saturday.

Thornton Tile
& Marble

etterlereaftlettelelto

ITNG, repair
mg, prompt
)uilt pianos
n Dyer 753PIANO
id tuned. $150.
1 or 7534176.
AUTOHARP
ling key, 4
te instruction
te. Like new.
North 18th

7EY. Solid
! key, travel
lel 101. Any
offer will be
Call 7534361.

MIN
MAJESTIC
g fireplaces.
Service Co.
7.
JEWELRY,
ngs, chokers,
blossonis,
Auld silver
;uns, knives.
1 Crawford,
shell Station,
Ky. 435-4133.
oak log barn.
nidition. Call
K FENCE,
Four ft.
I, $1.50 per ft
m. for free
llstar Fence
'eon., 6424492

SAVE $40`"

3 CYCLE CONVERTIBLE
ft DISISHER
ID Normal. r t• A tatcl
.
short

NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 7534162.

WE HAVE a nice mobile
home that can be purchased with a low down
3portatie converts lo
a bu,Il ,r1
payment and payments
3Handy tropkt wOrk
the same as rent. The
Surta0 top
0 mobile home is located in
the beautiful Keniana
Development at Hamlin,
ILT•ifoliODU
Ky. The mobile home and
m0#472 luST WOO
lot can be bought for only
Aw $7,500.00. Let John
„
Neubauer or Bob Rodgers
show you this property.
John
C. Neubauer,
t
Sale Price$259954
295-00
xia Realtor, 505 Main
Street,
Murray, Ky. 753-0101 or
tDuring the Christmas Season with each3 753-7531.

lb
et
O

0Whisper

aris I.,.?uru:1

insulat,on

tts

es
do& Hot Point Applianc
753.7494%
6O9 S. 4th

bad9091909I III 999994a

Jj..1
I ...141.141111

12.01-T3EC it!
Shoes will hp ,131aced
free of chars f soles
wear out w ith ,ne year
still
while upr- servi( • .-?1,77771771,

I

Avoid A Penalty

IOMES and
Meadows and
tes. Families
16th Street.

If not paid by January 31, 1976 a 6% penalty will
be added

At Wholesale Prices
Selected Pieces% Off

ONS
VERN
&

WESTERN
STORE

Shoe Dept.
Olympic Plaza
e4 weekdays '''. Sib"1"i'"pt.
75.3-91185
Murray,KY.
14Sunday
"Beets4Owes VW Vary Activity Under The Swc

FARMING EQUIPMENT - FURNITURE
PUBLIC AUCTION

CHEVROLET,
1969
straight shift, six cylinder. 1973 250 Ford,
automatic transmission,
260 engine. Call 474-2337.

RUGGED

If your tax lull is not paid by December 31, a 2%
penalty will be added.
ised mobile
prices paid.
Spur Trailer
cah. Call 4421226.

Truckload Sale!!

1968 CHEVY VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 1975
VW Serico. Call 753-0963.

witha

Properly Taxes
Are Due

51 Services Offered
NI HONDA Completely
customised. Call 7534713 JOHN
HUTCHENS' HAYING TROUBLE JOHN
HUTCHENS'
between 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Plumbing and Electric.
getting those small
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
plumbing jobs done?
No jobs too small Call
Then call 753-6614.
2,73 YAMAHA MX 354, 4364642 early morning or
436-5642 early morning or
late afternoon.
excellent running con- late afternoon.
CONTACT SHOLAR
dition. Call 7534168 or 436:
ELECLAKELAND CONBrothers for all your LICENSED
$370.
STRUCTION. Backhoe
TRICIAN - Prompt et
bulldozing, backhoe work,
ticket service. No }oh too
or trucking needs. Phone
FOR SALE: 1972 500 work in vacinity of 121
Call Ernest White.
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354Kawasaki or take over South and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
753-0005.
8161 after 7 p.m.
payments. Call 753-9629.
rock and top soil
delivered anywhere. Call CARPET
CLEANING, 54 Free Column
MT125
HONDA
1974
Ross,
436-2505, open 7
experienced, very
Elsinore, like new.
days a week.
reasonable rates, FREE YEAR and half old
$350.00. Call 436-5838.
grey tiger striped male
references, free
cat. With unusual eyes.
estimates. Quick drying.
GUTTERING BY Sears,
MS YAMAHA, 115 MX.
Call 753-3994 evenings.
Call 753-5627 or 753-9618:
Sears seamless gutters
Call 4364335 after 5:00
per
your
Installed
p.m.
specifications. Call Larry
ELECTRICIAN available. PART COLLIE puppies for
Christmas. Call 753-6343.
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
Reasonable rates. All
49 Used Cars & Trucks
work guaranteed. Call
estimates.
753-7488.
SIX WEEK old puppies,
1973 CHARGER S. E. 51 Services Offered
Broughm, all power and
part Beagle, healthy and
WILL CUT firewood by
air. Low mileage. Extra
rolly-polly. Just in time
WIRING
ELECTRICAL
hour or rick. Call 753clean. Call 753-6564.
for Christmas. Call 753home and industrial, air
4388.
4307 after 4:30.
conditioning, and
1975 VEGA STATION
refrigeration, plumbing
wagon, factory air, and heating. Call 474-8841
Staff Wanted
automatic, steel radial
or 753-7203.
tires, top carrier, 60,000
Immediate opening for a Master's Level Psychologist,
Social Worker, or Registered Nurse to provide general
miles or 5 year warranty.
1WNING, CARPORTS.
outpatiert mental health services at the Mw-rayFour months old. Low
patio covers and enCalloway County Comprehensive Care Center.
mileage. Save 1200.00.
Aluminum
closures.
Position may be part-time or full-time. Interest and exFor sale by original
Service Co. Call 492-8647.
perience is preferred.
owner. Call 753-4152 or
753-8849.
Coated: Mr. Dm Snick, Comer Supervisor
KIRBY CAREPT CARE702 Main Street
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
Murray,Ky.42071
1971 DATSUN, 4 speed, business, homes, and
Phone 7534622
mag wheels, good con- institution, Rugs come
dition. Call 753-6445 after
clean by steam cleaning.
5.
Free estimates. 24 hour
answering service, 500
Maple. 753-0359.
GREATER ROCKFORD
AUTO AUCTION, 1500
Cars every month for LAKELAND CONlaseirted
STRUCTION. Backhoe
auction. New modern
Inoulotod Monism Rubber
gejgeg weer
facilities. Every Wedwork in vacinity of 121
nesday at 1:00 p. m.
South and 94 South to New
BOOTS
$19'95
Concord_ Gravel, white
sharp. Easy to get to. One
rock and top soil
hour from Chicago and
delivered anywhere. Call
next to expressway and
Vonoon's has.liege soction of
Rockford Airport. Fly in
Ross, 436-2505, open 7
to
Come
week.
in..
a
days
or drive
BICENTENNIAL
Greater Rockford for
•
BOOTS-BAGS-BELTS-SHIRTS
friendly treatment and ROY HARMON'S CARSHOP.
PENTER
fair honest dealing. Open
Selected Styles
Professionals. Building.
6 days. Jun Clark or
lell Mardi
repairing,
815-968-6262.
remodeling,
Sherry Rayn
Nesebemodo
Call 753-4124, South 4th
This is a dealers auction.
Leather Coats
Street. Across from Hi 'BAGS *BELTS
Burger.
IA Off
1969 FORD 351, excellent
gas mileage. Good price. MOBILE HOMES un'. Overstocked
derpinned. Your choice of
Call 753-7219.
Silver Turquoise
Liquid
Call
materials.
color and
or
m.
p.
5
after
753-1873
black.
1975 CHEVY VAN,
weekends.
Call 753-8275 or 753-1568.
SHARP 1967 El Camino. WE WANT TO MAE we'
basements dry. No
Call 753-2486 or 489-2397.
digging or pumping.
1971 LADY DRIVEN Vega Beaver water control
Hatchback. Automatic, succeeds where others
good condition. $1,050. fail. Guaranteed. Check
with
methods
1970 Valiant Duster, 6 our
cylinder, $750. Call 489- satisfied customers. For
free estimates contact
2595.
Morgan Construction Co.,
1930 DODGE PICKUP. Call 502-442-7028, Route 2, Box
490-A, Paducah, Ky.
753-8449.
42001.

a Col. Lee's Country Ham will
purchase
il,g
be en away.
3 ROBERTS

t Peck's Upholstery%

CARPET INSTALLED. NEED TUNEUP or minor
repairs. Call 753-4381.
$1.00 per yard. Any kind.
We guarantee to please.
Call David Mullinax, 474- GENERAL
BACKHOE
2789.
work. Gravel and top soil.
Call 436-51106 or 436-2306.
PLUMBING AND Electric,
odd jobs we like. All work TREE TOPPED, firewood
HusrankRidlapkesse. Call for sale, garbage hauled.
James Burleson. 4744257. Call 753-6477 anytime.

Chokers $5-$6-$8-$10

4IOUANTITY LIMITED-FOR CHOICE SELECT

REALTY
located on South 12th at
has five
Sycamore
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years caelusive real .estate experience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.

t • N U'- r3

Boots $1199I

j3 5719' THREE BEDROOM brick,
1509 Clayshire Drive.
Carpet, stove, $19,500.
Call 753-0119.

So 9th

St

50 Camor •

OR TRADE: 3 or 4 CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
Coachman, Trail Star,
bedroom split level,
Fold down, unique, Good
carpeted, built-ins,
used trailers, 'A mile east
fireplace, garage. Call
68 and 641 intersection.
of
753-1566.
Draffenville, Ky. Phone
527-7/07.

Rent
32 Aprtments Foi Rent

28 Hee,ng & Cooling

IL

31 Want To Rent

1974 MUSTANG II Ghia.
Power steering, air
conditioning, automatic,
excellent condition. Call
753-9021 or 753-9924 after 4
p.m.
ALMOST NEW, 1962
Chevrolet Impala Coupe.
Black with grey interior.
Also 1966 Impala convertible, extra clean,
$385.00. Call 436-2427.

Saturday, December 27th, 10:00 A. M., 1975
Puryear, Tennessee
Sole nub. WM on the fan4 Mos ~Meat of Purrs* ad too (111) wies with of Pas en the OM Pale
onto OM Pale
to army 11166woy. Torn eat eica Marty 1411 of Naar.Preened 292 Ma end two
mil Mona Nl..Vlach for Sae Arrews.
FARMING EQUIPMENT
F0110 INN TUCTOI, 3.14 IIITIRIIATMIIAI MOM (LP. OW, 6' Ma 1106 ROTARY MOMS, SW
110U.A1111 INT Mlit, MOO 3 i 14 MP NOW, TWO IOW OILTTVATOIL PASTIME NW& TWO • 4 WINN
TUNIS,AMMON TANK AIWIICATOIL 2. MI MU IMLAY Dag NAM 1011011111W mem neva
POEM MOW,NAND /00U,STAIN CRAIN SAW, CIETT-004 SAW,IRILLIAM IV CIRTNACIII,commas
Ni,atr 2-811 FARRAR STIR %TRIERS, 2 WATT* TANN,66.41S0½ TON Pla-IIP
ATTIRMINOIT Suit row
10 CM,mod maim NEW IOU FEITTNIZWI SPOLION Slial MOWN,MA°IONIC/01U
47
robes,
web eido
PIMP & TAME
JET
WILL
OUP
NITER
IM ULM,
FURNITURE
mown
1111111111MIE MOP ME IIIIIMMIRATOS. Osikror 17, 51011014111 COOK STOVE, G. L MITONATK yr
assMAMIE,11101-A-00 COWL Moo one, asa. TAO VOLT MTN - III VOLT SIAM MIMI
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CARS BUFFED and
waxed. $15.00. Free
pickup and delivery. Call
753-2993.

VERNONS WSETSOTREERN
...Om& Ikea Dept.
.••
OtrIcie Plaza 64Weekdays
Murray,Ky.
14Suet*
,
"Oats&Am Pa Ibrin Activity OM.

loPRiff Net
753-11165

FOR SALE: 1966 Solid red
Opal, gas saver, good
condition,good tires, $375.
Call 753-1566.
1170 T-BIRD, hill power
and air. AM stereo and
tape. New radials. Call
753-8161.

For non boloninehm.orolonMr. F. L Mardtenship
it. 1,Perim,Teenessee er
Johnny Illanisaship 247-5494 or
Alexander Real Estate & Auction Sales
Morrie I Alexander, Avelieneer
NUM 11111111111
MOM 51741144
Off. ME WEIVIRSITY ST
lloodoll Aimmillor
Tony Now
Mee: Illendo I. Mermsks.
MOMS
M4-271/1
1117.4ffil•
TO SELL THE ALEXANDER WAY
PHOETSSIO5AL171CD SERVICE HAS CAUSED MORI PEOPLE
•
.%'
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Clara Wicker
Funeral Wednesday Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Mary Cox Dies At Hospital;
At Local Chapel
The funeral for Mrs. Mary S.
Monday
For Mrs. Dunn
Cox, widow of Pat Cox, was held Rites On
Funeral services for Mrs. this morning at ten o'clock at
Lula Dunn of 1005 Fairlane the chapel of the BlalockDrive, Murray, will be held Coleman Funeral Home with
Wednesday at two p.m. at the Bro. John Dale and Bro. W.Edd
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman Glover officiating and Mrs. Otto
Funeral Home with Dr. James Erwin as the organist.
Serving as pallbearers were
A. Fisher, Sr., officiating and
Knouff, Mahlon Frizzell,
Dan
Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist.
Pallbearers will be Timothy Nix Crawford, Terry Ray,
Murphy, Charles Smith, Gary Bradburn Hale, and Merlin
Neal, Phillip Lassiter, Wilford Washer. Burial was in the
Edward Dunn, James Cote, Maplelawn Park Cemetery,
Howard Dunn, and Graham Paducah.
Mrs. Cox, age 81, died SunTustian, all grandsons. Burial
will be in the Mt. Carmel day, at 8:35 p.m. at the Westview Nursing Home. She was a
Cemetery.
former
resident of Paducah
Friends may call at the
where she was a member of the
funeral home.
Mrs. Dunn, age 79, widow of Broadway Church of Christ.
The survivors include one
Haiti* Dunn, died Sunday at
Mrs. J. A. McKellar of
sister,
Murraythe
at
7:45 p.m.
Calloway County Hospital. She Victoria Falls, Texas, one
was a member of Mt. Cannel brother-in-law, Bun L. Ray,
United Methodist Church, Murray, and several nieces and
including
Nix
Golden Age club, and North nephews
Murray Homemakers Club. One Crawford, Mrs. Martha Sue
Frizzell, Terry Ray, and James
son, Ralph Dunn,died in 1951.
Survivors include four Buel Ray.
daughters, Mrs. Harus Starks,
Benton, Mrs. Harty Culpepper,
Murray, Mrs. Gaston Neal,
Dearborn, Mich., and Mrs. J. D.
Lassiter, Murray Route Four;
three sons, Wilford Dunn, New
Port Richey, Fla., Milburn
Dunn, Atlanta, Ga., and Harold
The funeral services for
Dunn, Murray; one sister, Mrs.
D. Y. Dunn, Lexington; four Dewey Wilkinson of Itiurray
brothers, Han Usrey, Benton Route Six are being held today
Route Three, Carl Usrey, at two p.m. at the chapel of the
Usrey, Max Churchill Funeral Home
Fred
Kirksey,
Springfield, Mo., and James with Elder Arlie Larimer ofUsrey, Indianola, Miss.; nine ficiating and Mrs. Juanita Lee
grandchildren; eight great and Mrs. Bobbie Burkeen
providing the music.
grandchildren.
Troy Vance, Larry Harris,
Melvin Miller, Harold Marvin,
Charlie Scott, and Henry Boyd
are serving as pallbearers.
Burial will be in the Lone Oak
Funeral services for Mrs. Cemetery.
Mr. Wilkinson died Monday at
Thelma Inez Stacey, 62, were
held at two p.m. Monday at two a.m. at his home. He was 76
Hopkins and Brtnen Funeral years of age and was employed
for twenty-two years at the
Home at Clinton.
Rev. James Uzzle and Rev. Irvin Cobb Boat Dock.
Survivors include his wife,
Tommy Grubbs officiated and
burial followed in Pleasant Mrs. Lilie Compton Wilkinson,
Murray Route Six; one son, W.
View Cemetery near Fulton.
Mrs. Stacey, a resident of T. Wilkinson, Paducah; three
Clinton Route Two, died at 6:30 sisters, Mrs. Pat Wicker,
p.m. Saturday in the Murray- Murray Route Six, Mrs. Hubert
Dowdy, Murray, and Mrs. J. R.
Calloway County Hospital.
She is survived by her Colson, East Prairie, Mo.; three
mother, Mrs. Effie King of brothers, Woodrow, T. J., and
Clinton Rt. 2; two brothers, R. Cook Wilkinson, all of Detroit,
B. Wilmurth and Woodrow Mich.; three grandchildren; six
Wilrnurth, both of Hickman; great grandchildren.
four sisters, Mrs. Dorothy
Adams of Zachary, La., Mrs.
Betty Mathina of Covington,
Tenn.,and Mrs. Curtis Rice and
Mrs. Jean Haney, both of Hickman; and two stepbrothers, M.
T. King and J. E. Mathis, both
of Clinton.

/1,T74/
Prices al stocks ci local intereat at MOO
today furniihed to the Ledger & Times by
I. IL Simon Co.erase Wawa:

Mrs. Thelma Stacey
Dies At Hospital

Roy R. Bolen Dies
Sunday; Funeral
Being Held Today

Roy R. Bolen, 57, of Calvert
City Route One died at 6:40 p.m.
Sunday in Lourdes Hospital at
Paducah.
A retired electrician, Mr.
Bolen was a veteran of World
War II. He was a member of the
First Baptist Church of Calvert
City and of Masonic Lodge No.
543, F&AM.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Mary Bolen; a daughter,
Mrs. Margaret Elliott of
Calvert City; a son, Sammy L.
Bolen of Central City Route Two
and three grandchildren.
Funeral services will take
place at one p.m. today at
Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Chapel in Benton with Rev.
Jerome Browne officiating.
Burial will be in Calvert City
Cemetery.
The family requested that
memorials take the form of
donations to the American
Cancer Society.

Tarkington Baby
Dies; Rites Held

tto,
YOUR CHOICE

$188

OPEN NIGHTS 8, SUN.

MICHELSON'S
.4070-rlb.
NV,/ leffsfl
et4
Owl A Shoppeag
\
awe, Iv

(‘I

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Federal Trade Commission,
trying to bring competition to
doctors' offices, says the American Medical Association illegally prohibits its 170,000 members from advertising their
services, qualifications and
prices.

Services for 93-year-old Mrs.
Clara May Wicker of Puryear,
Tenn., Route Two were held at
two p. m. Monday at North Fork
Baptist Church with Revs.
Warren Sykes and James
Phelps officiating. Burial wasin
Paschall Cemetery.
Mrs. Wicker died Saturday at
Henry County General Hospital.
A daughter of the late T. W.
and Mary C. Nance Nance, she
was born Oct. 30, 1882, in Henry
County. She married P. T.
Wicker on Oct. 7, 1909, and he
preceded her in death Aug. 7,
1948. She was a member of Oak
Grove Baptist Church.
Survivors include a daughter,
Mrs. Ola Wicker Beaty of
Kerrville, Tex.; a son, Ancil
Wicker of Puryear, Tenn.; a
sister, Mrs. Guy Rogers of
Paris, Tenn.; a brother, Bardon
Nance of Puryear, Tenn.; and a
granddaughter, Mrs. Charlie
Walker of Abilene, Tex.

Dewey Wilkinson's
Funeral Services
Being Held Today

CHRISTMAS
DIAMOND
SPECIALS!

FTC Files Complaint Against
Doctors' Ban On Advertising

for
Funeral
services
Miachael Sean larkington,fiveweek-old son of Jackie and Jone
Flood Tarkington of Burkburnett, Tex., were held Sunday
at 2:30p. m.at McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn., with Rev.
Glynn Orr officiating. Burial
was in Paschall Cemetery.
The baby died Thursday in a
San Antonio, Tex., hospital
after heart surgery.
Born Nov. 12, 1975, in Wichita
County, Tex., he was the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Enloe
Tarkington and Mr. and Mrs.
Brown Flood, all of Henry
County, Tenn.
Besides parents and grandparents, he leaves a brother,
David Tarkington, of the home
address.

In a complaint filed Monday
the FTC named'as defendants
the Connecticut State Medical
Society and the New Haven,
Conn., County Medical Association,in addition to the American Medical Association.
The AMA said it would fight
the FTC.
"We think there is enough
hucksterism in this country
without hucksterising medicine," said AMA chairman
Raymond Holden and AMA
president Max Parrott in a
Joint statement issued in Chicago.
The statement said, "It Is
ironic that the FTC should attack a code devised and oper-
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AMA's principles of medical
ethics, a code which prohibits
member physicians from advertising or soliciting business
or from engaging in price competition.
The accusation alleges that
as a result of this code, and of
similar codes adopted by state
and local medical associations,
the prices of physicians' services "have been stabilized,
fixed or otherwise interfered
with; competition between
medical doctors in the provision of such services has been
hindered, restrained,foreclosed
and frustrated, and consumers
have been deprived of information pertinent to the selection of
a physician and of the benefits
of competiton."
Alfred Dougherty Jr., deputy
director of the Bureau of Competition, told a news conference
the FTC complaint would not
require doctors to advertise but
only allow them to do so if they
wished.

Federal Government Readying
To Funnel Money To Candidates('
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ated as a standard of conduct
In the best interest of the
patient."
FTC officials said the Connecticut groups were named as
representatives of all state and
local groups that use the AMA
code.
The complaint comes at a
time when the Ford administration is making a broad push
to increase competition in all
sectors of the economy. It also
follows a Supreme Court decision that held that legal societies could not fix the prices
their lawyer members could
charge.
A ruling on the merits of the
complaint will not be made until the defendants have had a
chance to present their side of
the case.
The FTC said it would open
hearings before an administrative law judge on Feb. 9.
The ruling by that judge could
be appealed to the full commission and to the federal courts.
The complaint is based on the
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
federal government is preparing to funnel money to presidential candidates following
the Supreme Court's refusal to
block the beginning of a new
system of political financing.
The court voted 4 to 4 on a
request to block the beginning
of the program. The vote,

Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
December* 1111$
Kentucky Perdue* Area licig Market
Report Narks7 Owyhee Stations
Receipts: Ad.IN lest.31/6 Barrios& Cite
Xmesik ill Now San Idly JO lower
US 1-2145110I.
01/101110
US 143164101&&
110143014N lbs.
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$17.664Lle
137.5541.20
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Time Magazine Reports JFK
Intimate With Two Staffers
Fidel Castro. Later there was
speculation that the friend
might have known of Mafia
talks with the CIA about Castro.
Mrs. Exner's denied that
Mafia leader Sam Giancana,
slain in Chicago last June, had
used her to transmit messages
Code-named "Fiddle" and
to the Kennedy White House in
"FadcUe" by Secret Service
connection with a CIA plot
agents, the two staffers "...
against Castro.
were with Kennedy in Nassau
Her identity was not public
Prime
when he met (British
the news conference.
until
Minister) Harold MacMillan, at
Yosemite Park ... at Palm
Beach ... They usually were
assigned quarters near the
President," the magazine said.
Time did not identify the
women.
Citing sources close to the
Kennedy White House, Time
VAIL, Colo. ( AP) — Presialso told of a young woman dent Ford will have to do withwho had fallen in love with out the guidance of his regular
Kennedy when he was a sena- ski instructor when he arrives
tor. Later assigned a job on the here for an eight-day Christmas
National Security Council, she stay. The instructor is taking a
was "always available," the Christmas vacation of his own.
magazine said.
Dennis C. Hoeger, who has
Time said Kennedy and the
woman from the council were
interrupted one afternoon "by a
knock on the Lincoln Bedroom
door. Angered, Kennedy threw
the door wide open. There stood
two top foreign affairs advisers
with a batch of secret cables
and a clear view of the woman
The traditional Christmas
in bed. Never bothering to close Eve candlelight service will be
the door, Kennedy cooled down, held at the First
Christian
read the dispatches and made Church
on
Wednesday,
his decision before he returned December 24, at 10:30 p. m.
to his friend."
The
message, "What
Time's report in its current Christmas Means," will be
issue follows a news conference presented by Donna McCord,
last week by Judith Campbell Emily Porter, Debbie McCord.
Exner, who said that she and and Rebecca Dublin.
Kennedy had a relationship "of
A poem, "The Miracle
a close personal nature."
Dreams," will be read by Brent
Reporting what it said were Boston.
further details of Mrs. Exner's
A trio entitled "A Star Shone
relationship with Kennedy, Bright," will be sung by Ann
Newsweek magazine said Ken- Taylor, Libby Hart, and
nedy's late brother Robert "set Margaret Porter, accompanied
in train the events that dis- by Gary Galloway, organist.
closed her double life and finalElders presiding at the serly ended whatever part JFK vice will be David Roos and Del
may have played in it."
Fleming. Barry Wells will be in
The news reports and specu- charge of the junior deacons
lation began with the Senate In- Mark and Paul Austin will be
telligence Committee report on the candlelighters.
The community is invited to
Central Intelligence Agency assasination plots. The report share in this service honoring
said that a "close friend" of the ."Babe of Bethlehem," Our
Kennedy had testified con- Lord and Savior,Jesus Christ, a
cerning a plan to assassinate church spokesman said.

NEW YORK(AP) — The late
President John F. Kennedy had
sexual relations with at least
two women who worked on his
White House staff and they "often turned up on the presidential entourage" when he was
traveling, Time magazine says.
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Austria provided the plane\
that brought them to Algiers fa
Monday with 10 OPEC oil ministers and 31 other officials
from the OPEC governments
after the terrorists promised
Austrian Chancellor Bruno
Kreisky that they would release
all hostages in the Algerian
capital.
Instead they freed only 20
hostages during their first stop
in Algiers, including Algerian
Oil Minister Belaid Abdessalam
and members of his delegation,
the non-Arab oil ministers of
Ecuador, Gabon, Nigeria and
Venezuela, and lower-ranking
officials. One of the terrorists,
who was shot in the stomach
during the Vienna attack, also
was unloaded in Algiers.
Sheik Ahmed Zaid Yemeni of
Saudi Arabia and Interior Minister Jamshid Amouzegar of
Iran were among the five oil
ministers still held c,aptive, and
Abdessalam returned to the
plane as a voluntary hostage to
show his solidarity with the others.
After negotiations with Algerian Foreign Minister Abtielazis
Bouteflilui, the terrorists and
their remaining 22 hostages
were flown Monday night to
Tripoli, the Libyan capital.
Bouteflika said they would be
making more stops and there
was talk of a tour of the other
ail capitals to demand more aid
for the Palestinian cause.
But after three hours of negotiations with the Libyans, the
terrorists freed the Libyan and
Algerian oil ministers and five
lesser-ranking officials, flew
back to Algiers and released
Yemeni, Amouzegar and the
rest of their prisoners.
The pro-Palestinian terrorists The Libyan government radio
gave up less than 48 hours after broadcast a communique from
they invaded the OPEC build- the terrorists denouncing "reing on Vienna's Ringstrasse •actionary, treacherous and deduring a meeting of the mem- featist regimes" in the Arab
ber countries' oil ministers Sun- world and especially those
day. The terrorists killed three friendly to the United States. In
persons at the OPEC headquar- an earlier communique the terters, including an Austrian rorists demanded that the Palplainclothesman, a Libyan rep- estine guerrilla campaign
resentative and an Iraqi secur- against Israel be given priority
ity guard.
in the allocation of Arab oil
They were reported trying to revenues.
Arab members of the OPEC
get to Baghdad, seat of the leftist Iraqi government, and their staff in Vienna who dealt with
surrender apparently was due the terrorists there said three
to the refusal of other Arab of the men and the woman
governments to refuel their were Palestinians, the man who
Austrian DC9 airliner and their was wounded was a German,
failure to get a longer-range and they were not certain of
Boeing 707 from Algeria or Lib- the nationality of the sixth
member of the gang.
ya.

ALGIERS, Algeria (AP) —
Terrorists who seized the
Vienna headquarters of the
world oil cartel surrendered to
Algerian authorities today after
releasing in Libya and Algeria
their last hostages, including
Saudi Arabia's oil minister and
the interior minister of Iran.
Venzuelan Minister of Mines
and Hydrocarbons Valentin
Hernandez Acosta, who was
released Monday, said he was
convinced that the terrorist
leader who identified himself as
"Carlos" was indeed the widely
sought gunman of that name.
told
Acosta
Hernandez
newsrnen in Paris he spoke to
Carlos in Spanish and the man
claimed that was his identity.
Carlos is the code name for a
Venezuelan terrorist accused of
shooting three men in Paris in
June and is believed connected
with a number of international
terrorist incidents in the past
year. From the ouset of the
Vienna raid, he has been
regarded as possibly the leader
of the group which seized the
the
of
headquarters
Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries on Sunday.
In Munich the Bavarian
Interior Ministry announced
German authorities were
investigating reports that the
woman member of the terrorist
gang is a West German.
In Vienna, Austrian officials
said the government would seek
extradition of the six terrorists
from Algeria.
There was no immediate
indication in Algiers what the
government there planned to do
with the five men and one
woman.

which in effect turned down the diately after today's meeting
request, could be an indication the formal certification would
that the justices will be closely be hand-delivered to the Treasdivided on constitutional issues ury Department, which has
involved in the new campaign said that it would promptly
make the payments to the two
financing program.
The court's vote, announced major political parties.
The money, donated by taxlate Monday, gave the Federal
who designated contripayers
approval
Election Commission
to begin apportioning tax mon- butions on their income tax
ey to political parties and presi- forms, is awarded on a matchdential candidates at a meeting ing basis in proportion to the
candidates' success in attractscheduled today.
Some $2.35 million is ex- ing small private contributions
pected to be paid out by the In at least 20 states.
Opponents of the Federal
election commission today.
More than $700,000 is to become Election Campaign Act of 1974
payable to the Republican and had asked the Supreme Court
the payments until it
Democratic national com- to block
conthe
decided
has
mittees upon action of the cornstitutionality of the measure.
rnmission.
contend the plan disIn addition, the commission They
against independent
criminates
has announced that President
and minor parties.
Ford is entitled to $390,000, Sen. candidates
decision will come
court's
The
Lloyd Bentsen, D-Tex., $500,000
after it returns to
and Terry Sanford, former some time
Jan. 12.
Democratic governor of North the bench
Justice John Paul Stevens
Carolina, $250,000.
could not vote on the matter
A spokesman said funds for because it was already under
seven other candidates would consideration when he was
be considered and each could sworn in last Friday.
be eligible for a minimum of
$100,000.
The seven were Jimmy Carter, former Democratic governor of Georgia; Sen. Henry M.
Jackson, D-Wash.; Ronald Reagan, former Republican governor of California; Fred Harris,
former Democratic senator
from Oklahoma; Democratic
WASHINGTON(AP) — PresGov. George Wallace of Ala- ident Ford's decision to veto a
bama; Sen. Birch 13ayh, D-Ind., bill that would have expanded
and Rep. Morris K. Udall, I)- the picketing rights of construcAriz.
tion unions scored points with
A spokesman for the election Republican conservatives but
commission said that Mune- may cost him his labor secretary.
Ford, who once endorsed the
bill, said he decided on the veto
because the legislation stirred
such controversy that its enactment would cause further chaos
in an already chaotic industry.
But following Ford's anbeen skiing with the Ford fami- nouncement Monday, Secretary
ly for five years and was of Labor John T. Dunlop said
Ford's teacher a year ago, will he remains convinced the bill
remain in Denver to spend could have helped stabilize laChristmas with his family.
bor-management relations in
Ford was scheduled to leave the construction industry.
Washington early today.
"The President's decision Ito
Cold, partly cloudy weather veto the bill) ... comes as no
was forecast here, with no great surprise, for the presmention of snow. It hasn't sures upon him to do so were
snowed for a week, but a 32- substantial," said Dunlop, who
inch base was reported at the drafted the bill with Ford's entop of the mountain with two dorsement last summer.
feet of mow midway down the
Construction unions had been
hill.
clamoring for such legislation
Robert Dorf, administrative for 25 years and Dunlop, with
director of the Vail ski school, long experience as a neutral arsaid Hoeger decided it would be bitrator in the building trades,
'Just too much of a crunch" to put his credibility with the untry to get in enough instruction ions on the line.
during Ford's eight-day stay.
Aides indicated Dunlop may
The President spent two weeks resign in protest, saying he
here last year.
would decide "on his future"
over the next two weeks. "He'll
Nonetheless, Ford will have
be touching base with the
plenty of company on the
people in the industry on both
slopes, including Secret Service
sides, union and management,
Vail
the
of
members
agents,
before making his decision," an
Ski Patrol and Pepi Gramshammer, a family friend and associate said.
The legislation would have
a former member of the Austriteam.
ski
National
an

Veto Of Picketing Bill May
Cost Ford His Labor Leader

President Ford Will Ski
Without Regular Teacher

First Christian
Church Plans
Service Here

-\\4
Terrorists Release
Hostages, Surrender

The arrival of Ford, his wife
Betty and their son Jack, 23,
will bring the First Family together for Christmas. The three
other children, Susan, 18;
Stephen, 19; and Michael, 24,
arrived Saturday, accompanied
by Michael's wife Gayle, 23.
The Fords will rent from millionaire Houston businessman
Richard Bass the same chalet
they stayed in a year ago and
again last August

enabled unions to picket, and to safeguard against irresponsthus shut down, an entire con- ible picketing would add up to
struction site in a dispute with an acceptable bill.
only one subcontractor on the
job site.
But it also would have provided for a national review of
local contract settlements by a
national labor-management
committee, which Dunlop
stressed would be a restraining
influence against inflationary
wage settlements. He warned
last week that without this restraint there would be "unmitigated hell" in bargaining next
year.
Opponents of the bill argued
Antique Mall
it would cause havoc in the industry, increasing the organMurray, Ky.
izing power of the building
trades unions.
lonardo Piano Co.
Ford had said Sept. 12 that
Paris, Tenn.
the review provisions of the bill
together with other restraints
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HEALTHY NEW YEAR
EVERYBODY!
Okay,coil is sort of a corny lake-off on Happy New

Year.But the fart of the molter is if you are not healthy
It is very hard to be happy. And with that thought in
mind let's ell make just one important, easy to keep
New Year's resolution.
That is — Resolve to get an early physical check-up
from your physician and then to see him at the first
sign of illness without waiting until it gets serious.
Futher resolve to follow his advice faithfully and to
promptly get the medicine he prescribes for you from
the pharmacy of your choice.

The Clinic Pharmacy
Will Be Closed On Sundays
Free Delivery-No Service Charge
Open 64 firs. Per Week
3 Registered Full Time Pharmacists

Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
received
their
homedelivered copy of The
Murray Ledger I. Times by
5:30 p.m. are urged to sell
753 1 916 between 5:30 p.m
and 6 p.m. to insure delivery
of the newspaper. Calls must
I. placed before 6 p.m.

Volua
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aink Pharmacy

Fit
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Teensy Owls', R.Pb.
Darold Keller, R.Ms.
Steve Cseaptoa,R.Pb.
Murray,Ky. 42071
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